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A crowd enjoying time at the Manuka pool in a brief window of opportunity between the completion of restoration work (including body tiles matching the original imperial size 
from the Czech Republic, imperial depth markings from the Central Coast, and the ‘Shallow’ sign returned)) in December and the hailstorm in March. REPORT PAGE 2  
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Fyshwick saddled with worst practice waste management and planning approvals

More questions about waste project 
This season, patrons of Manuka pool 
were greeted with new tiles and a new 
filtration system. Despite early concerns 
about how this would impact the charac-
ter of the pool we are pleased at the final 
result. In particular, the efforts by the 
ACT Government and the contractor to 
ensure that the original imperial size tiles 
were replicated (sourced from the Czech 
Republic) along with our much loved 
imperial depth markings (using a graphic 
artist from the Central Coast). It was also 
exciting, after many decades, to see the 
return of the Shallow sign, that was lost 
with the installation of lane rope hooks 
many decades ago.

Then we experienced one of the most 
disruptive seasons since the pool’s 
opening. We know this because we 
checked with life member, Merv Knowles, 
who was at the pool’s opening and who 
has probably swum more laps than many 
of us combined. With smoke from the 
nearby bushfires engulfing Manuka, the 
pool was closed for at least five days. 
Then, as we started to recover from the 
smoke, the pool was hit with the 20 
January hail storm, damaging the sun 
sails over the toddler pool and result-
ing in damage to the entry building. 
Despite the ferocity of the hail, there are 

reports of a regular lap-swimmer carry-
ing on until advised to take cover. To top 
off the season, we finally got the rain we 
needed at the start of the bushfire season. 
Although, as Merv once told me– rain is 
no excuse for skipping the pool because 
you get wet anyway.

Merv Knowles reported a couple of 
other difficult seasons, including one 
in the late 1960s that started in drought 
and ended in excessive rain, and when it 
snowed in October 1965! I wonder how 
many people swam laps that day?

The future of the pool and its heritage, 
continues to be strengthened. In 2019, the 
ACT Government commissioned heritage 
architect David Hobbes of Philip Leeson 
Architects, to update Manuka Pool’s 
Conservation Management Plan. The 
current one dates from 2006 and is well 
out of date. This Plan will be an important 
guide to any future proposed works, as 
well as a reference source. The updated 
Plan will also include the pool’s social 
value, both past and present, and also 
consider how this will continue into the 
future. Not only is this about the social 
value of patrons, but also of the broader 
community, who may not swim at the 
pool, but appreciate what the pool means 
to the Canberra community.

The timing of the new Plan is welcomed 
as 2021 sees Manuka Pool celebrate its 90th 
birthday. We look forward to the celebra-
tions of this great Canberra icon.

Rebecca Scouller/ Friends of Manuka 
Pool

P1 Looking forward to 90th birthday

Smoke and fumes billow from the scrap metal yard on the ACT border Shredding and fragment-
ing vehicles in the open air is subject to strict regulation in all Australian states but the ACT

By John Mitchell
A string of development approvals will 
deliver a daily waste train to Woodlawn 
landfill, a scrap metal facility fragmentising 
End of Life Vehicles (ELVs) in a toxic open air 
operation and the gift of one hectare of public 
rail corridor for a freight terminal hardstand 
with the capacity to handle 400,000 tonnes 
per annum of waste. 

Reports in previous issues of The Eastlaker 
have documented serious shortcomings in the 
development applications and approvals for 
this project and lead to the revocation of one 
approval and withdrawal of an authorisation 
for a direct sale.

The proposed higher energy fragmentising 
process on 15 Lithgow Street, Fyshwick will 
emit increased dust and microscopic toxic 
particulates into the air. The operator has 
proposed a 3m steel sheet boundary fence 
when the two similar facilities in Sydney are 
required under NSW Licence to be enclosed 
by 8m and 4m acoustic fencing. Truck wheel 
wash and air quality monitoring are also 
required onsite in NSW. Air quality and 
human health are not protected under any 
ACT legislation regulating the use of frag-
mentising machinery specific to scrap metal 
recycling facilities.  

Waste facilities, and notably those with 
metal processing, are recognised fire hazards 
according to the NSW EPA. Fragmentising 
ELVs and the stockpiling of metal waste 
creates a fire hazard, and this was recently 
realised as black clouds billowed over Quean-
beyan, Beard and Harman. The ESA urged 
people to stay indoors to avoid the highly 
toxic smoke from burning tyres, plastics and 
metals. There have been two earlier toxic fires 
at the scrap metal yard at Beard in 2018, and 
eight fires at Lithgow Street, Fyshwick since 
2014. 

Our recent extended smoke season has 
focussed public awareness on 2.5 particu-
lates and how far smoke and dust travel. A 
one km radius from Lithgow Street takes in 
three childcare centres, the open air Fyshwick 
markets, the environmentally significant 
Jerrabomberra Wetlands, most of Fyshwick 
with its $2.3billion annual contribution to 
the ACT economy, the Southside Village on 
Canberra Ave and multiple outdoor eating 
facilities. Most of residential old Narrabundah 
including schools and sports ovals and newly 
constructed parkland next to Canberra Ave 
are also within the 1km radius.

The Queensland Government’s Best prac-
tice environmental management guideline 

for scrap metal recycling facilities operating 
fragmentisers contains the following;

Ensuring new fragmentiser facilities are in 
an appropriate location is critical to managing 
future potential environmental impacts from 
the activity. The location of a ‘best practice’ 
fragmentiser facility should have the follow-
ing attributes:
· Located away from conservation areas, 
parks and recreation areas. 
· Located away from threatened regional 
ecosystems (REs) and ‘critical habitat’ areas. 
· Located away from wetland areas and 
surface waters (particularly protected 
wetlands and ‘wild rivers’). 
· Have deep groundwater with non-porous 
layers above it. 
· Located more than 1500 m from dwellings 
and ‘sensitive uses’. 
· Located away from commercial / indus-
trial neighbours in accordance with the local 
Planning Scheme. Consideration should be 
given to extending this distance to minimise 
future complaints. 
· Have a reasonably flat contour, with site 
drainage to a single area. 
· Have no significant flora or fauna on site or 
within the immediate surrounds. 
· Preferably already be on the EMR. 
However, these ideal attributes must be 
balanced with realistic, urban develop-
ment constraints and a practical assessment 
framework for managing impacts to mini-
mise potential environmental harm.

ACT guidelines require only a 500m sepa-
ration distance, not 1500m, and no noise or air 
quality monitoring. This couldn’t happen in 
any other Australian state.

Troubled by the way ACTPLA has dealt 
with this application, Narrabundah resident 
and former NSW Auditor General Tony 
Harris has sent a letter to the ACT Plan-
ning Minister Mick Gentleman saying, “The 
purpose of this letter is to draw your attention 
to DA 201935337, concerning the installation 
in Fyshwick of machinery better to recover 
metals and other materials from automobiles 
and other metal waste. My hope is that you 
will be able to correct a process which would 
lead ACTPLA to make a decision that is again 
inconsistent with law.

“I have written to ACTPLA on this latter 
matter. And I today received a courteous 
response. It acknowledged my letter, indi-
cated that the matters raised would be consid-
ered and advised that ACTPLA could not 
further discuss its consideration of the DA.  

“All of this is unexceptional. What 
surprised me is that the response emanated 
from an area in ACTPLA that has responsi-
bilities to consider DAs lodged in the merit 
track. And because the DA was lodged nearly 
a year ago, it appears to be receiving merit 
consideration when the DA should have been 
denied.

“That it is still being considered is concern-
ing because Section 114 of the Planning Act 
requires ACTPLA to refuse an application 
lodged under the incorrect track.

“The appropriate track is determined P3
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Firestorms, smoke, hailrocks, new normal
This weather is not part of an historic cycle but a new normal for our region

District News 3

25 Jardine Street, Kingston 2604
T 02 6295 7148  F 02 6162 1126

www.essentialingredient.com.aut

THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT

quality foods • cookware
culinary books

Canberra’s Leading Independent Bookstore   
Opening Hours/ Sunday-Thursday; 9.00am-8.00pm/ Friday and Saturday; 9.00am-9.00pm  

34 Franklin Street, Manuka/ Phone; 6295 6723/ Email; books@paperchainbookstore.com.au

The Orroral Valley fire lights the night sky, south of Canberra/ Office workers negotiating the hailstones and rain in Parkes/ War Memorial 
looms through the smoke at the north end of Anzac Ave, Campbell/ Shredded leaves carpet New South Wales Cres in Barton

in part by Section 141A. Item 10(a) in Schedule 
4 of the Act requires a DA to be considered in 
the Impact Track if the proposal involves waste 
processing exceeding 30,000 tonne a year. 
The proponent has publicly indicated that it 
already processes 100,000 tonnes a year, and 
the proponent has separately advised you (in 
matters related to the direct sale noted earlier) 
that it processes over 40,000 tonne a year. These 
advisings contrast with the proponent’s current 
claim that its waste handling has been and will 
be limited to 25,000 tonnes per annum.   

“But in documents advanced with this DA, 
the proponent also states that the site 'operates 
under an Environmental Authorisation (that) 
has a capped maximum throughput of 30,000 
tonnes per annum.'  An examination of the 
licence shows that the licence has no cap to the 
amount of waste to be received for processing 
at the relevant site. In this material matter, the 
proponent has misled ACTPLA and the DA 
should be rejected on this count alone pursuant 
to law.

“The second leg of Schedule 4 Item 10 
requires the use of the Impact Track for waste 
handling facilities that 'will be less than 1 km 
from the boundary of a residential block..' 

“The proponent addresses this matter by 
introducing a document obtained 'from Access 
Canberra.' The proponent advises that the 
document specifies 'a 500m spacing between 
the location of the proposed equipment in a 
scrap metal processing facility and sensitive 
uses.' The proponent then advises that the 
machinery will be placed on the site so that it is 
between 520 and 540 metres from the Canberra 
South Motor Park which, the proponent states, 
is 'known to be continuously inhabited.'

“I do not know when Access Canberra 
prepared this document, or whether it is still 
current, or whether it pertains to the activity 
relevant to this DA, or whether it constitutes 
mere advice. However, your legislation 
requires that a proposed development of a 
relevant facility within one kilometre of a 
residential block be considered on the Impact 
Track. 

“From its own evidence, the proponent has 
incorrectly advanced the use of the Merit Track 
and on this basis alone the law requires that the 
DA be refused.

“In earlier letters, you have indicated to the 
community that ACTPLA is determined to act 
in a professional and informed way. It would 
be a pity if, again, this aim was frustrated by 
action that is contrary to law.

“If I am incorrect in my analysis, I would be 
pleased if you could advise how I erred.

“I have forwarded a copy of this to the ACT 
Commissioner for public sector standards,“ 
Tony Harris concluded.

In the land of drought and flooding rains the 
recent unprecedented season of ‘natural disas-
ters’ made it a difficult spring and summer for 
many. The smoke from these fires impacted 
us all, and Canberrans are now experts in P2 
masks and air quality aps. 

The fires closer to home brought back 
memories for those who were here for the 2003 
fires. The Beard fire was less than 5km from 
Barton and Kingston prompted many to ques-
tion whether the ACT Government needs to 
rethink its bushfire risk maps and emergency 
plans to better reflect the changing climate. 

The hail storm on 20 January significantly 
impacted Barton and Kingston, and had 
the largest and most dense hail stones seen 
since Sydney’s dramatic 1999 storm. There 
is varied reporting but some indicates there 
has been 37,000 claims with over $638m 
worth of damage across NSW and the ACT. 
All our local public heritage buildings were 
impacted from the Brassey Hotel to the Fire 
Station Museum, the Bus Depot Markets to 
Manuka Pool. Barton has been a kaleido-
scope of circus tents for months. Many of our 
trees will take months and years to recover. 
Not mention the cars.

The event highlighted how the ACT 
Government, volunteer organisations 

and insurers are able to respond to 
large-scale single and multiple natural disas-
ter events. Some people received emergency 
make-safe assistance within hours, others 
waited several days and received secondary 
and tertiary damage from the subsequent 
storms. In many cases, insures took weeks 
and longer to inspect and start repairs. There 
was difficulty managing the volume of green 
waste, an influx of public transport users 
highlighted timetable problems and questions 
about how to manage entire heritage suburbs 
that require significant building repairs.
Rebecca Scouller 

Climatologists agree this weather is not part 
of an historic cycle but a new normal for 
our region. The Bureau of Meteorology as 
modelled scenarios for the climate sub-clusters 
of Australia. For our sub-cluster, the East Coast 
south, which comprises regions in the central 
part of the eastern seaboard of Australia. 

The Bureau notes, “The area encompasses 
important headwater catchments for a high 
proportion of Australia’s population, and has 
a predominantly sub-tropical climate, with 
regional variations such as some temperate 
influences in the south.”

The Bureau forecasts *Average temper-

atures will continue to increase in all 
seasons (very high confidence) *More hot days 
and warm spells are projected with very high 
confidence. Fewer frosts are projected with 
high confidence *Decreases in winter rainfall 
are projected with medium confidence. Other 
changes are possible but unclear *Increased 
intensity of extreme rainfall events is projected, 
with high confidence *Mean sea level will 
continue to rise and height of extreme sea-level 
events will also increase (very high confidence) 
*A harsher fire-weather climate in the future 
(high confidence) *On annual and decadal 
basis, natural variability in the climate system 
can act to either mask or enhance any long-
term human induced trend, particularly in the 
next 20 years and for rainfall.

Within the last three weeks BOM head of 
climate monitoring, Dr Braganza, has told a 
Senate estimates committee that Australia has 
warmed by about 1.4 degrees while the rest of 
the world had increased by 1.1 degree. “When 
temperatures across the rest of the world 
increase by an average of 3.4 degrees– as esti-
mated in a recent report– Australia is projected 
to be closer to 4 degrees, he said.

BOM chief Andrew Johnson said Australia 
was expected to become drier and warmer– 
conditions that would bring further C2 C3

C3

C4

C1 C2

P2 More questions about waste project

Stephanie’s
Elegant & Sophisticated
Expert bra fi tting service

24 Jardine Street, Kingston 2604
T 6295 0469 F6297 7744

E stephanies@vergola.com.au

increased risks of severe fire weather.
Their advice comes as an independent 

analysis of weather data by The Australia 
Institute shows Australian summers are getting 
longer and winters shorter. The Institute studied 
BOM data for Australian cities from 1999-2018, 
comparing it to weather records from 1950-
1969 and found all Australian capital cities 
had longer summers and shorter winters, with 
summer 31 days longer and winter 21 days 
shorter than the 1950s and 1960s. 
John Mitchell
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Frightened the value of their property will be diminished Scheme will make developers more accountable

Apartment owners’ Faustian Pact ‘Dodgy developer’ action promised

CONSIDERING A FINAL RESTING PLACE?  
� e Norwood Park Crematorium and Memorial Gardens at Mitchell off er 

a wide choice of memorials and reservations, all set within an attractive 
garden setting.  For more information go to www.norwoodpark.com.au or 

contact our customer relations staff  on +61 6241 3177

By John Mitchell
Labor members for the seat of Kurrajong 
are promising a crackdown on ‘dodgy 
developers’ in the lead up to the ACT 
Assembly Election to be held on 17 
October 2020.

In a recently distributed leaflet, Andrew 
Barr and Rachel Stephen-Smith noted, 
“Labor has a plan to support our evolving 
city. That plan involves maintaining and 
protecting our family friendly suburbs 
and restricting new development activity 
to a number of identified areas like Civic, 
town and group centres, and along major 
transport avenues like Northbourne 
Avenue. To achieve this, we need to 
manage change carefully.

“We have heard your concerns about 
some types of development. That’s why 
ACT Labor is getting tough on developers 
who cut corners and try to bend the rules.

“We are introducing a strong new 
licensing scheme for developers who 

want to work in Canberra– the first of its 
kind in Australia. We don’t want to see 
any dodgy developer working in the ACT, 
and this scheme will make developers 
more accountable for their work.

“When a developer comes into your 
suburb they should be treating you and 
your neighbours with respect. But, we 
know this is not always the case. To fix 
this, the ACT Labor Government will 
introduce new developer and community 
agreements to make sure that developers 

“The owners may be reluctant talk but the defects can’t be hidden from tenants, who see 
cracks and mould and the effects of roof, balcony and basement leaks whenever it rains.”

Kurrajong members Barr and Stephen-Smith

will have to work more closely with local 
residents.

“We are also taking steps to keep 
developers out of local politics in the 
ACT. Labor is banning property develop-
ers from making political donations and 
[have deliverd] on our commitment to 
introduce a new Integrity Commission for 
the ACT..

“Unfortunately, our reforms are facing 
significant opposition from some devel-
opers and their lobby groups and the 
Canberra Liberals recently described 
Labor’s plan as ‘too much red tape’ for 
developers. Despite this opposition, 
ACT Labor will continue to crack down 
on dodgy developers so we can protect 
the city we love,” Andrew and Rachel 
concluded. 
OPINION/THE BUCK STOPS AT THE 
FISH’S HEAD   P7

Celebrating the values 
you treasure most

Belconnen 6251 2344  |  Kingston 6295 2799
Tuggeranong 6293 3177  |  Queanbeyan 6297 1546

tobinscanberrafunerals.com.au

VOLUNTEERS  
NEEDED  

REGISTER NOW AT  
VINNIES NARRABUNDAH

See us in store or email  
volunteer@svdp-cg.org.au 

By John Mitchell
“If you proceed with [suing us], you’ll 
never be able to sell your apartments,” 
the builder’s representative told a 
meeting of Sydney’s Mascot Towers 
owners corporation.

The incident was one of a chilling 
string of accounts from owners, building 
consultants and regulators in an ABC 
Four Corners program titled ‘Cracking 
up’ which blew the lid on the failure of 
apartment buildings and their regulation 
in NSW, Queensland, Victoria and the 
ACT.

The fear is compounded in the ACT, 
where the compliance agency, Access 
Canberra is reluctant to take action 
against offending developer/builders 
itself, and actively discourages owners 
corporations from initiating action them-
selves, because of the expense.

Owners Corporation Network ACT 
president Gary Petherbridge said owners 
face a Catch-22 situation. Many won’t 
come forward because they’re frightened 
the value of their property will be dimin-
ished if they suggest there are defects. 

“This is one of several of other reasons 
why people stay quiet. Another is that, 
where they try to report something back 

to Access Canberra or to the planning 
authority, the process is quite complex. 
So they’ve got to go to a lot of effort to 
make that happen and that becomes 
daunting for them and they don’t do it.

“A third reason issues were going 
unreported was that the general public 
might not understand the extent of a 
building defect on their property just by 
looking at it, and it can be difficult to get 
agreement from a majority of an owners 
corporation to deal with the problem,” 
Mr Petherbridge said.

He added, “The ACT is seeing lower 
quality buildings than they were 15 years 
ago due to changes that soften the extent 
to which the government can oversee the 
process.”

“Potentially every strata title owner 
[is affected by these issues],” Ms Fatseas 
said.

Real Estate Institute Institute of 
Australia (ACT) President Michael 

Kumm believes the ACT needs more 
residential development, but the 
market is not helped by substandard 
buildings.

Kumm says Canberra agents have a 
pretty good idea of the buildings that 
have unresolved defects. In any event, 
the selling agent is bound to inform 
intending purchasers of problems 
with the building. And the Unit Titles 
(Management) Act entitles intending 
buyers to a Unit Title Certificate, verify-
ing the status of various matters, includ-
ing building defects, and to view the 
Minutes of the Owners Corporation’s 
(OC) last three AGMs.

He added, if buyers are discouraged by 
the reports of defects in recent develop-
ments they may consider looking at older 
apartments- say seven years old. 

An apartment tenant said, “The failing 
buildings are Canberra’s worst kept 
secret. The owners may be reluctant to 
talk but the defects can’t be hidden from 
tenants, who see cracks and mould and 
the effects of roof, balcony and base-
ment leaks whenever it rains. Unlike the 

owners, we are more than happy to talk 
about it.”

Speaking on an ABC ‘Insiders’ 
program, The Financial Review’s Phil 
Coorey said, “..Since when has it been 
acceptable in this country to build crap.. 
The ACT is full of rotten apartments 
and has been for years. It’s a common 
complaint. The states [and territories] 
set their own building codes and they 
should support those codes. They have 
their own parliaments and their own 
police, but they have failed to act,” Phil 
Coorey said.

One industry insider observed, “Like it 
or not, ACT owners have become locked 
in a pact of silence with two Fausts; the 
developer/builders and the Government. 
And the really sad thing is the owners 
are holding back their most valuable 
card, because developer/builders who 
want to continue to work in the ACT are 
beginning to realise their reputation is 
their most important asset. If an owners 
corporation puts its case for defects recti-
fication, and its money, on the table, the 
game gets a lot more interesting.”

“The owners may be reluctant 
to talk but the defects can’t be 
hidden from tenants..”

“When a developer comes into your 
suburb they should be treating you 
and your neighbours with respect.”
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Projects reflected a broad range of heritage in the region Succeeded in self imposed ambition to follow his two ‘B’s

Heritage grants for local groups Passion for boating, broadcasting

Open seven days 10.00am-5.30pm
39 Jardine Street, Kingston 2604

Telephone 02 6239 5726

Honeysuckle&Lace

Awarded ‘Best Bottleshop in Australia, the Plonk Beer and Wine Store.  Over 1300 beers are 
stocked, from craft breweries throughout Australia and more than 60 other countries. 

 A range of 150 ciders from England, France, Spain, Belgium, Sweden and Australia is the largest 
in the country. Still, sparkling, sweet, dry, medium and oak aged ciders made from apples, pears 
and raspberries; they have them all!  The largest range of local Canberra District wines, along 

with an eclectic range of over 1000 hand selected wines. 
A 10% discount is o� ered on mixed buys of six or more bottles (apart from specials) and bigger 

discounts on mixed case buys; something that no other bottle shop can do. An online purchasing 
website is now up and running, with great deals on o� er if you can’t make it to a Plonk store. 

Plonk is at the Fyshwick Markets (Tel 6260 6336) 

Canberra’s only boot specialist
Mon-Fri 7.30am-5.30pm / Sat 9am-2pm
2/ 33 Jardine Street, Kingston 2604

Telephone 02 6295 6162
www.joesbootskingston.com

Red Hill Primary P&C members with their award/ Forrest resident Sue Parr with Heritage Minister 
Gentleman/ KBRG members Nick Swain, Rebecca Scouller and Janet Hughes

Ferry man Jim Paterson at the wheelhouse of 
the ‘Gull’ at Kingston Harbour

By Neil Ferguson
Thousand of tourists, Canberra locals and, 
more particularly, residents of Kingston 
Foreshore would recognise or know Jim 
Paterson as the man behind the wheel of the 
long running tourist boat on Lake Burley 
Griffin. But, there’s been more to Jim’s life 
than operating a tourist attraction, so I sat 
down and delved into his interesting life.

Jim was born in Hornsby into a family 
who ran a local hardware store up until 
WW2 but who also had boating in their 
blood. Jim’s father always wanted to build 
a motor cruiser but realising the impos-
sible logistics of such a venture in Hornsby, 
bought a boatshed at Brooklyn on the 
Hawksbury River in 1958.

In 1961 he started the Brooklyn marina 
which incorporated one of the first ‘boatels’ 
in Australia where ‘boaties’ could stay at the 
marina and have easy access to their vessels.

He completed his apprenticeship as a fitter 
and machinist and worked in this trade with 
BHP in Newcastle only to be drawn back 
by his father to work at the ever expanding 
marina. He worked on and off at the marina, 
more at the insistence of his father.

Apart from boating, there had always been 
another ‘B’ interest in Jim’s life- broadcast-
ing. In 1966 he joined the ABC and, after 
some time, was rewarded with the position 
of unit manager with ‘This Day Tonight’ and 
being responsible for the daily running of 
the program.

He later resigned from that job to answer 
a further calling to return to the marina. He 
stayed until 1975, when he travelled over-
seas in pursuit of his future wife.

On his return he started a long career in 
radio, starting at Innisfail as an announcer. 
He recalls a popular segment was a weekly 
hour of comparing Italian music, which was 
no mean feat as he didn’t speak Italian.

In 1976 he was offered a radio job in 
Renmark on the condition he would start 
the next day It wasn’t  possible, but he later 
joined another station in Roma where he 
worked until taking up an announcing job 
with 2GN in Goulburn where he stayed 
until 1981. Later he moved onto SSSFM in 
Canberra until its closure. He was then ‘head 
hunted’ by 2BE in Bega, where he stayed for 
four years.

After 33 years in radio and television it 
was time to recommence his passion for the 
other ‘B’ and, in 2002, he bought his first 
boat on Lake Burley Griffin, the ‘Sygnet,' 
It was a steam boat which he converted to 
electric, and which he is still operating today. 
A motorised boat was also purchased to 
help expand the business but, not being big 
enough, was replaced by the ‘Gull’ which is 
a converted sailing vessel. Originally painted 
predominantly in purple, after refurbish-

By John Mitchell
Three local groups were amongst the twenty 
one groups and individuals who received 
funding in the ACT Heritage Grants 
Program for 2019.

Announcing the grants ACT Environment 
said, “The projects reflected a broad range of 
heritage in the region, from space to sport, 
fashion to architecture, and nature to Indig-
enous culture, all representing the diversity 
that, as community, we hold dear.

“The list of successful projects includes an 
exciting project to conserve Canberra Fire 
Museum historic uniforms, and a wonderful 
book that will highlight the pioneering days 
of cricket in the bush capital.

“With a funding allocation of $355,000, 
the ACT Heritage Grants Program make a 
real difference, by supporting grass roots 
community groups who are empowered to 
conserve and share the past with the present.

“As we embrace the wonderful opportuni-
ties before us, we should never lose sight of 
the past. Our history informs the present and 
guides us to an exciting future. Beneath the 
fabric of our community lies a rich tapestry 
that has been woven over time, informed by 
experiences and past lives lived.

“It has been said that a cohesive, compas-
sionate community is one that is grounded 

ment, both boats now share a common 
colour for ease of maintenance.

Asked if he could recall any special 
moments or events in his long association 
with Lake Burley Griffin, Jim recalled a 
proud moment during one of the Queens’s 
visits where I was asked to carry the Royal 
Press entourage which followed the Royal 
party on the lake.

One not so special ‘event,’ which he’d 
rather forget, is when he was mooring the 
‘Gull’ at the Kingston Foreshore harbour he 
fell off the boat and into the water! Worse 
still he had to complete the day’s activities 
looking like a ‘drowned rat’.

Where to from now for Jim? “‘The Director 
of Domestic Affairs’ thinks retirement is a 
sensible option, but I consider this occupa-
tion is part retirement and is hard to beat,” 
Jim replied. “I confess, however, that every 
good thing must eventually end, so the busi-
ness with two boats is for sale. It’s a great 
experience and lifestyle for someone out 
there to consider!”

Over the past 16 years Jim estimates he 
has entertained, educated, and amused 
roughly 20,000 people on his boats and 
thoroughly enjoyed and succeeded in his self 
imposed ambition to follow the two ‘B’s in 
his life– boating and broadcasting.

.. time to recommence his passion for  
the other ‘B’ and he bought his first boat 
on Lake Burley Griffin, the ‘Sygnet’..

in its knowledge of the past and an appre-
ciation of history. Today we celebrate a 
shared heritage, an ancient Indigenous 
landscape upon which new arrivals have 
traversed. It is a rich cultural landscape that 
shapes the essence of life here in the bush 
capital,” ACT Environment concluded.

Minister for Heritage Mick Gentleman 
announced the awards for the three local 
groups at a presentation held at the former 
Forrest Fire Station on Monday 21 October 
2019. The recipients were:

The Inner South Community Council 
/ Forrest street sign restoration. Restore 
ten 1920s street signs in the heritage listed 
Forrest Housing Precinct, Blandfordia 4 
and Blandfordia 5 / $17,993.

Red Hill primary School Parents and 
Citizens Association / 60th anniversary 
of Red Hill Primary School. An open 
day during the 2020 Heritage Festival to 
celebrate Red Hill Primary School's heri-
tage / $5,450.

Kingston and Barton Residents Group & 
Fire Brigade Historical Society of the ACT 
/ 80 years of ACT fire and rescue through 
clothing. A fashion parade to celebrate 
the 80th anniversary of the opening of the 
Forrest Fire Station, now the Canberra Fire 
Museum / $5,555.
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What do inner south residents value about 
where they live? 

The Inner South Canberra Community 
Council’s survey of over 500 inner south 
residents in late 2019-early 2020 has found 
that they value most the streetscape and open 
spaces in their local area. In their streetscape, 
they value street trees, vegetation, gardens 
and wide streets. With respect to open space, 
they value parks, ovals and bushland for 
recreation.

Respondents’ top three concerns were 
maintenance of parks, street trees and 
verges; planning, development and building 
issues; and rates and charges.

Overwhelmingly, they want a say on 
building construction occurring next door or 
nearby, in particular, on impacts on access to 
sunlight and natural light, building height, 
zoning changes, and the amount of green 
space.

The percentage of survey respondents 
who plan to live in detached dwellings in 
5-10 years will decline slightly from 60 to 57 
percent. There is virtually no change in the 
percentage planning to live in an apartment 
(remaining about 22%), and a slight increase 
in those expecting to move to a townhouse/
duplex/terrace (up 3% to 16%), dual occu-
pancy (up 1.5% to 5.3%), or aged care facility 
(up about 2% to 2.4%). 

The top three reasons for changing 
housing type are: quality (well built, solid), 
downsizing (due to children moving out and 
no longer needing as much space), and well 
designed (looks good, works well).

Over 75 percent rely on private motor 
vehicles for transport, 8 percent use the bus, 
about 8 percent use a bicycle or other non-
motorised vehicle, and over 7 percent walk, 
run or jog.

Even numbers of respondents are satis-
fied and dissatisfied with public transport. 
Of those who are dissatisfied, about 46 
percent consider their public transport needs 
could be met by expanded bus provision, 19 
percent consider their needs could be met by 
light rail stage 2 from Civic to Woden, and 32 
percent by a combination of expanded bus 
transport and light rail. 

Only about 6 percent of respondents who 
are current bus users have reduced travel 
time since the new bus network changes in 
April 2019, while 30 percent have experi-
enced no change in travel time, and over 22 
percent have experienced increased travel 
time. About 29 percent of respondents indi-
cated they no longer use bus transport, and 
only 6 percent started using the bus network 
since the network changes. 

The ISCCC thanks the community for 
participating in the survey and will use the 
survey results to inform its priorities and 
actions, and in its advocacy to the ACT 
Government.

Marea Fatseas/ ISCCC Chair

There is plenty happening in the Red Hill 
area at the moment.  There seems to be 
construction at every turn! 

Work on the old Morling Lodge site 
(BaptistCare’s ‘Yarra Rossa’ development) 
commenced in November 2019. As antici-
pated, the developers struck rock which 
caused challenges and resulted in some ‘harsh 
digging.’ They have commenced pouring 
footings, which indicates the end of the rock 
work, so that should bring some relief to near 
neighbours in Golden Grove.  

Construction of the agreed bus lay-by for 
St Bede’s should commence shortly, with an 
estimated four weeks to completion.

‘The Parks’ development (on the old Red 
Hill Flats site) is progressing slowly. You 
can now access regular updates on specific 
work being undertaken on any given day on 
the website theparksredhillcommunity.com.
au. This is a good opportunity for residents 
to find out expected time frames for excessive 
noise/dust etc and to contact the developers 
if they have any concerns or questions.

Melissa Bennett/ RHRG Chair

Kingston Barton 
Residents Group

Forrest Residents 
Group

Griffith Narrabundah 
Community Association

Red Hill Residents 
Group (RHRG)

Inner South Canberra 
Community Council

Guest speakers John Grant and Catherine Townsend at the KBRG building defects forum/ Chair 
Maria Fatseas presenting the result of the ISCCC Community Survey at a public forum.

After some months of uncertainty the 
Forrest Residents Group (FRG) resumed 
operation in April 2019 with a new volun-
teer committee. We now operate on a 
pop-up basis to deal with issues that arise 
and provide residents with local news and 
information. We communicate by email 
with residents who are on our contacts list. 
Additional contacts are most welcome. 
Our email address is mail@forrestresident.
asn.au and our website is https://www.
forrestresidents.asn.au. 

We are committed to retaining the charac-
ter and historical features of our suburb by 
protecting heritage properties, maintaining 
its RZ1 zones containing predominantly 
single houses on large blocks, restricting 
multiple occupancies to the ample zones 
currently provided for them, protecting our 
streetscape, and seeking more regulation of 
rebuilds to ensure substantial setbacks and 
green space.

The FRG has lodged two submissions 
supporting objections raised by residents 
about development applications seeking 
to turn RZ1-zoned properties into multiple 
occupancies. Only one of the DAs has been 
decided and we are very pleased that the 
change was disallowed for heritage and 
zoning reasons. This is a welcome prec-
edent. FRG will continue to monitor DAs 
in Forrest and intervene when necessary to 
maintain the character of the suburb and 
support the views of residents. 

We are very pleased that FRG Secretary 
Sue Parr has secured an ACT Heritage 
Grant for Forrest Heritage Street Sign Resto-
ration. We will support her in organising 
assistance from volunteers when needed. 

Moira Smythe/ FRG Secretary (Commu-
nications)

New Committee for 2020 Our committee 
for 2020 is: President: David Denham, Vice-
President: Colin Walters, Treasurer: Paul 
Russell, Secretary: Deborah Price. Other 
roles: ISCCC reps David Denham, Leo 
Dobes Webmaster: Jane Carter, Facebook: 
Venessa Tripp As well as Wayne Arthur, 
John Edquist and Stan Piperoglou 

The Committee contains a wealth of expe-
rience with four past Presidents still serving 
the community, as well as dynamic new 
members. 

To contact us on any issue send us an 
email to info@gnca.org.au 

Our Raffle Every year we hold a raffle to 

raise money for expenses, such as produc-
ing newsletters and hiring halls, to commu-
nicate with the local community on issues 
of concern. Prizes for the raffle have been 
generously donated by over 20 local busi-
nesses and the draw for the lucky winners 
will be at the Griffith Shops at 2:30 pm of 
Saturday 28 March. Come and join us to 
celebrate with the winners. 

Support for local activities The GNCA 
was established 20 years ago to “protect 
and promote the amenity and interests of 
the Griffith and Narrabundah communities, 
particularly in relation to the preservation 
of community facilities and open space.”  

We support three volunteer groups who 
are working to maintain our valued parks 
and open spaces. These are, Blaxland 
Park, Griffith Woodlands (La Perouse C2

C2

Park) and the new Griffith Park 
(near the rugby ovals). 

Our Streetscape (street trees, vegetation, 
gardens, width of streets), Open space 
(parks, ovals, bushland for recreation), 
Character (peaceful, safe) and Environment 
(reserves, trees, wildlife, flora and fauna) 
were the top four valuable characteristics 
in a recent survey of the South Canberra 
District, carried out by the Inner South 
Canberra Community Council. 

The GNCA will continue to emphasise to 
government the importance of maintaining 
these amenities. 

Election Year This is an election year and 
in the next issue we will be outlining what 
we would like the next government to do in 
our area.  

David Denham/ GNCA Chair

It has been an unprecedented time for 
Canberra over the past few months with 
smoke, hail, excessive rain and now coro-
navirus. This has certainly tested people’s 
patience, our emergency and health services 
and our insurers.

However, what has been amazing is 
watching Canberrans work together as a 
community to help those in need. We have 
seen people assisting with hail damage, 
whether it be meals, torches or assistance 
with tarps through to offering to shop for 
those unable to leave their house. Local 
shops are innovating and offering pick up 
and delivery services while Kingston’s cloth-
ing store, HoneySuckle and Lace, offered to 
do a grocery run for customers or their loved 
ones.

We encourage Canberrans to keep up this 
local support, continue to be kind to one 
another and to also keep an eye on those 
more vulnerable in the coming months.

The events of the past few months have 
taken attention away from the fact that 2020 
is an ACT Election year. There have been 
big issues on the minds of Canberrans, one 
of these being the development and build-
ing sectors and issues with poor planning 
and even poorer builds. Last November 
Ms Catherine Townsend, the ACT Chief 
Architect, and Mr John Grant, an owner at 
the Kingston Place apartments spoke on this 
issue at our KBRG public meeting. 

Ms Townsend spoke from her experience 
as both a practising architect and as 

The Eastlaker is published by  
John Mitchell (ABN 37919034513)   
PO Box 4703, Kingston ACT 2604  
Telephone/ 0429 421 156  Email/ 
intray@theeastlaker.com.au 

an advisor to the ACT Government 
on design standards and building quality in 
Canberra. As Chair of the National Capital 
Design Review Panel, Ms Townsend spoke 
of the panel’s efforts to promote change in 
the behaviour of the building industry and 
in encouraging outcomes-based decision 
making over a rules-based regime. Recent 
legislation changes now require proponents 
to demonstrate their response to Panel 
advice and the ACT Government’s decision-
makers must also now consider this advice 
too. We hope that this will see some sensible 
planning decisions and amendments in the 
near future.

Mr Grant provided an oversight of build-
ings problems affecting Kingston Place 
which comprises 120 apartments. This 
development had a certificate of residency 
that did not indicate any issues or non-
compliance, however within a few years 
defects became apparent including ‘alleged’ 
severe cracking, concrete spalling, water 
leaks and missing dowels. Some 48 props 
have been installed to address potentially 

catastrophic risks of punching shear. Despite 
the Body Corporate engaging technical 
experts and having reports peer-reviewed 
they have had little support from the ACT 
Government and have incurred significant 
expense, including to have their case heard 
at the Supreme Court. At this stage building 
repairs are estimated at $25 million. As this 
issue compounds across Canberra are we 
looking at the new Mr Fluffy?

On a more positive note the KBRG is 
happy to report that we were successful with 
an ACT Heritage Grant to co-host a vintage 
fashion parade with the Fire Brigade Histori-
cal Society of the ACT, the date for this is 
postponed due to repairs from hail damage 
and Coronavirus. We also postponed our 
participation on the ACT Heritage Festi-
val this April. The KBRG has also secured 
an ACT Government Adopt a Park grant. 
This grant will support a park gathering to 
celebrate Telopea Park with the gathering 
used to formulate and create a Friends of 
Telopea Park to support one of Canberra’s 
favourite green spaces.

Stay safe and look out for each other.
Rebecca Scouller/ KBRG Chair

C3

“..respondents who plan to live in 
detached dwellings in 5-10 years will 
decline slightly from 60 to 57 percent.”

“..keep up this local support, con tinue 
to be kind to one another and keep an 
eye on those more vulnerable.”

C1
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Quarterly reports from the Eastlake district resident and community groups/ Fish’s head/ Parlous planning
Lake Burley Griffin 
Guardians (LBGG)

Owners Corporation 
Network (ACT)

Old Narrabundah 
Community Council

Chair Gary Petherbridge and ACT Executive Branch Manager Construction and Utilities, Ben  
Green at the OCN AGM/ Heritage architect David Hobbes at a Friends of Manuka Pool workshop

Now that we have endured the worst 
drought and worst bushfires in our 
memory and now that our govern-
ments are finally acknowledging climate 
change, prudent governments should 
now be reviewing their development 
projects to analyse their sustainability 
and respect for climate moderation. 

The ACT Government is, however, 
arrogantly proceeding with West Basin 
development knowing that it is destroy-
ing a public parkland with more than 200 
trees, taking a large chunk of our lake, 
damaging wildlife habitat and destroy-
ing lake vistas which are all part of our 
iconic Lake heritage. 

Most shameful is the role of the NCA in 
the planning that is supposed to protect 
national significance and heritage. The 
the ACT Government and NCA are 
getting away with heritage destruction 
by deliberately obstructing heritage 
listings. By contrast South Australia is 
proud of its heritage listed parklands and 
Victoria has recently listed its Domain 
Parkland and Memorial precinct.

West Basin could be a state-of-the-art 
parkland that visitors and Canberrans 
could enjoy, but this strategic land parcel 
is being sold off to developer corpo-
rations. To add insult to injury, ACT 
taxpayers will be paying for the West 
Basin lake infill, the concrete promenade 
and the services (formerly costed at $34 
million). Once West Basin is destroyed 
will Lotus Bay, Grevillea Park and 
Yarralumla Bay be next on the develop-
ment hit list? 

Lake Burley Griffin Guardians warn 
readers that soon you will see a you-
beaut-new plan for Acton Waterfront 
(West Basin). Do not be fooled by slick 
graphics and remember that every 
apartment block will be increased by a 
double penthouse. The public will have 
minimal parking and therefore have 
limited opportunity to enjoy any gardens 
or titivating brass features, and the Light 
Rail to Commonwealth Avenue Bridge 
is simply to help market the apartment 
estate.

Juliet Ramsay/ LBGG Convenor

The OCN Forum in December 2019 has set 
us on a successful achievements path for 
2020. The ACT Election in October 2020 
provides the opportunity to continue to 
address some issues which are still lagging 
and to address more recent positive and 
negative issues. Election years always 
produce a flurry of activities and policies 
and an opportunity to consider the options 
for the voters.

Our December Forum laid out a number 
of potential activities for this election year:
1) The Strata Reform Legislation which 
was largely focussed on fixing issues as 
strata complexes combined residential 
and commercial premises was passed 

unanimously and harmoniously by the 
Assembly during February. Use of Build-
ing Management Statements, ways to more 
fairly allocating levy payments to cover 
costs of a complex, changes to the propor-
tion of votes to pass motions (no longer an 
unopposed motion) and clarification of the 
process for building insurance claims; were 
all included.

Austin James Lynch, a Narrabundah 
community activist, historian and loved 
community member, passed away on 2 
July 2019.

Paying tribute to Austin in the ACT 
Assembly, Member for Kurrajong 
Rachael Stephen-Smith said, “Austin was 
passionate about Canberra's inner south. 
He loved its history and its community. 
A keen amateur historian, Austin shared 
and celebrated the inner south's 

2) In anticipation of this Legislation 
at our Forum OCN offered to provide 
education for OC ECs to ensure they can 
exercise the opportunities the Legislation 
will provide.
3) Building Defects in strata complexes 
remain a serious issue and the more 
recent issue on the use of combustible 
aluminium cladding and the serious 
implication for insurance has added to 
the defects issues. [See ‘OCN seeking 
action on combustible cladding’ page 8 
of this issue]. Minister Ramsay has been 
listening and has already strengthened 
legislation to hold Directors of Building 
companies personally liable for rectifica-
tion works and has heralded his intent 
to licence developers as a first step to 
holding them to their responsibilities to 
the community recognising his view that 
“the fish rots from the top.” Regular OCN 
meetings with senior Access Canberra 
staff is improving the transparency of 
building quality.
4) The quality of Strata Management 
provided by elected ECs and employed 
managers is now being addressed by 
regular meetings between Access Canberra 
and OCN.
5) Massive Rates increases for strata is 
an election issue. Eastlaker residents are 
potentially suffering the results of this far 
more than other parts of Canberra as near 
80% of households in this part of Canberra 
are strata. Rates increases result in rents 
increasing. The Liberals are offering to 
freeze rates while Labour and Greens 
are offering another rates review by their 
appointed consultant.

For further information on OCN and our 
activities see www.ocnact.org.au or the link 
on https://facebook.com/ocnact

Gary Petherbridge/ OCN(ACT) ChairC2
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history. His passion for the history 
of Narrabundah and Canberra's inner 
south is chronicled on the Old Narra-
bundah Community Council website, 
particularly through carefully curated 
historical images he maintained on the 
site. I would encourage everyone to visit 
the site to see how the page captures the 
history of the local area and community.

“Over the years, Austin campaigned 
to preserve what makes Narrabundah 
a distinctive suburb and community. 
He championed the area's distinctive 
duplexes, the Capital golf course, and 
local Manuka Oval as a boutique sport-
ing ground. He served on the board of 
Old Narrabundah Community Council 
for many years, and I am sure the loss 
of his experience and passion will be 
greatly felt by them.

“Austin was a driving force behind the 
annual Narrabundah Festival. I am sure 
all members for Kurrajong will agree 
with me in saying that the festival is a 
highlight of our year in the community. 
They probably share my own experi-
ence of Austin strongly encouraging our 
participation in this much-loved event. 
It is a brilliant way to connect with the 
community and to celebrate Narrabun-
dah and its diverse community.

“Strong communities do not just 
happen; they need people like Austin to 
do the hard yards,” Rachael concluded.

The parlous state of 
Canberras planning

The buck stops at the 
fish’s head

The last of a four part series examining 
the parlous state of Canberra’s planning.
Part [4] Biased approvals
Historically building control has been 
closely linked to planning and leasehold 
administration in the ACT as it was recog-
nised that these three functions need to 
work well together, in order to ensure 
buildings are well designed, conditions of 
development approvals are met and high 
quality sustainable building development 
is the outcome.

With various administrative and legis-
lative changes over the years since self-
government however (including private 
certification of building construction and 
setting up the ‘one-stop shop’ Access 
Canberra) the building control function 
has become fragmented and ineffective 
with a serious loss of relevant skills in the 
ACT government. The results were well 
canvassed at the ACT Legislative Assembly 
Standing Committee on Economic Develop-
ment and Tourism’s Inquiry into Building 
Quality in the ACT last year.

In a submission to the Inquiry, the ACT 
government acknowledged its ‘mecha-
nisms’ [for ensuring building quality] “have 
not been operating to prevent serious non-
compliance with building laws and approv-
als..The government has long been aware of 
concerns about lax regulation of construc-
tion, and in 2015 flagged a stricter oversight 
regime..’ (Canberra Times 12.2.2019)

The government’s report: “Improving the 
ACT Building Regulatory System Novem-
ber 2015” identified the following main 
areas for reform:

Pre-application guidance and review at 
design stage for projects including residen-
tial apartments
1) Greater supervision and quality assur-
ance by licensed builders and increased 
government inspections throughout 
construction stages
2) Strengthening the licensing system for 
builders and building surveyors
3) Improving building contract provisions, 
extending statutory warranties, limiting 
progress payments and regulating perfor-
mance of contractors
4) Ensuring security of project funding to 
protect subcontractors and owners from 
builder’s insolvency etc
5) Alternative dispute resolution mecha-
nisms

Progress on introducing meaningful 
reforms seems to have been fairly slow but 
now it appears most of the 43 recommenda-
tions of the 2015 report have been imple-
mented. The Status of building reforms (at 
30 June 2019) is available under a new ACT 
government website ‘Build, buy or reno-
vate’ > Reviews and reforms > Building 
reforms.

It remains to be seen how effective these 
reforms will be, particularly in relation 

As the Annual BRW Rich List reminds us, if 
you’re interested in making a lot of money, 
quickly, property development is the way to go.

But, it’s a ruthless business and only the 
shrewdest survive. A background in build-
ing or real estate is helpful, but not essential. 
More important is advice from solicitors and 
planning consultants who identify weak-
nesses and legal and political opportunities 
in planning, building and unit title legisla-
tion. For, as explained in The Eastlake series 
‘The parlous state of Canberra’s planning,’ 
they are riddled with ambiguities and incon-
sistencies. And ever present is the groom-
ing of relationships with those who are 
supposed to approve and regulate planning, 
building and unit title management.

Reports in the Canberra Times over the 
years have detailed this exploitation. So 
it can’t have come as a surprise to 
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Assembly Members and Government 
Ministers when the ABC screened an investi-
gation of the epidemic of apartment building 
defects and failures in NSW, Queensland, 
Victoria and the ACT, titled ‘Cracking Up.’ 
The flood of adverse comment from ACT 
apartment owners did, and the Government 
was goaded into action. 

The Government’s offered several propos-
als including a developer licensing system. 
It drew a strong response from the ACT 
Property Council, who contended that the 
builders and sub-contractors, not the devel-
opers, are the problem.

Gordon Ramsay, the Minister for Regula-
tory Services struck back, saying “A fish rots 
from the head down,” implying that the 
developers themselves are responsible for 
development compliance.

Given the unholy alliance that has become 
entrenched in the ACT between developers 
and their builders, planning consultants and 
registered certifiers, on one hand, and senior 
management of the Planning Department 
and Access Canberra, on the other, most 
observers of building development in the 
ACT would agree that the developers are, 
indeed, the fish’s head.

Most shameful is the role of the NCA 
in the planning that is supposed to 
protect national heritage.

The quality of Strata Management 
provided by elected ECs and em- 
ployed managers is being addressed
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OCN seeking action on 
combustible cladding

Gov't turns RZ1 zones 
into Swiss Cheeses

Government moves on 
planning, but where?

The South Canberra District had the 
highest percentage of high-density dwell-
ings of the eight Canberra Districts in 2017. 
Since then over 2000 high-density new 
developments have either been completed 
or are in the pipeline. And yet the govern-
ment wants more.

It has found a new way to breach exist-
ing planning regulations in low density 
housing areas and encourage the re-devel-
opment of randomly selected blocks 
throughout Canberra’s suburbs. This is 
being done under the guise of the ‘Demon-
stration Housing Project,’ which aims to 
identify housing designs that could be used 
for “high quality medium density infill.”  

The Project is supposed to “test the effec-
tiveness of different housing types through 
real examples and future review through 
post-occupancy modelling.” How or when 
the testing will be done, or what criteria 
will be used for the evaluation has not been 
revealed.

One of the five successful entries is in 
Blaxland Street, Griffith. The design consists 
of four units on a single block where, under 
normal current rules, only one dwelling is 
permitted.  The Government has indicated 
it will change the Territory Plan to allow 
this and the other four developments to 
proceed. 

The largest investment for most families 
is the purchase of a home. It is crucial they 
know what could be built next to them. 
Families need certainty and trust in the 
planning system.  They do not want the 
surprise of a four-unit two storey, apart-
ment-style dwelling built next door and 
impacting on their privacy and amenity.

Once the precedent has been set for 
rezoning random blocks, there is little to 
stop the government turning most of Grif-
fith and other suburbs into higher density 
areas. In effect, turning RZ1 zones into 
Swiss Cheeses, with no one able to forecast 
where the next hole will appear.

Canberrans need certainty and trust 
when purchasing the family home; not 
government-driven spot rezoning in their 
backyards.

David Denham/ GNCA President

Over the last four editions of The Eastlaker 
we have put together a series of articles iden-
tifying where we think the current planning 
system is failing.  

In the first article, on Strategic Planning, 
Mike Quirk (former Senior Strategic Planner 
ACTPLA) commented that: 

“Planning since self government has become 
dominated by short term revenue considera-
tions reflecting the influence of the election 
cycle and the unquestioning acceptance of 
advice from the development lobby and 
bureaucrats in Treasury and the Chief Minis-
ter’s departments.  Planning agencies have 
been relegated to development facilitation.”

In the second article I noted that the Plan-
ning Legislation (Planning and Development 
Act and Regulation) runs to over 1,000 pages, 
plus separate legislation on Tree Protection and 
Heritage. 

As well the Territory Plan has 2,400 pages 
of zoning provisions, codes, precinct maps, 
district maps, structure plans, concept plans, 
etc. Then there is the National Capital Plan. 
There has been talk over the years about ‘inte-
grating’ these Plans, but it has not happened.

A ‘review’ of the Territory Plan has also been 
talked about by ACTPLA for some time. It will 
be a failure if the result is not a greatly simpli-
fied, easier to use and more accessible Plan.

In the third article I noted that the ACT 
Government has made some positive moves to 
improve development approval processes, for 
example:
• Introducing compulsory pre-development 
application (DA) consultation requirements  
[but this needs to be extended to include all 
redevelopment proposals]
• Setting up a National Capital Design Review 
Panel with the National Capital Authority [but 
the advice of the Panel needs to be included 
in the DA so the developer’s response can be 
assessed]
However there are problems with other 
features of the current processes, for example:
• Difficulties in accessing DAs and Territory 
Plan requirements
• Confusion over the development assessment 
‘track’ system
• DA e-lodgement and tracking system 
lacking information
• Processing times for DAs not realistic
• ‘Retrospective’ DAs, usually to rectify unap-
proved work
• ‘Reconsideration’ of the decision on a DA- 
just another way for developers to put pres-
sure on ACTPLA
• ACAT ‘Mediation’ allows well based deci-
sions to be easily overturned
• Heritage, Tree Protection and Environmental 
assessments– ACTPLA is ignoring expert 
input and ‘mandatory’ heritage requirements 

The fourth article in the series– Building 
Quality– is on page 7 of this issue.  In summary 
it appears the government, under consider-
able public pressure, is moving to ‘reform’ the 
building industry but how effective this will be 
remains to be seen.

Richard Johnston, Life Fellow Planning 
Institute of Australia, former Senior Executive 
ACT Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA)

In August 2019 the Owners Corporation 
Network together with Strata Community 
Australia (peak body for Strata Managers), 
Master Builders Australia (MBA) and a 
specialist strata lawyer (Proctor Legal) 
asked the ACT Government to reveal 
their plan for addressing the issue of 
combustible cladding on residential strata 
buildings. We received a reply, with no 
detail, in October 2019. Since then the 
Government has appointed a Government 
Cladding Audit Response Team to conduct 
a ‘desktop audit’ of the issues. 

The OCN and our associated stakehold-
ers met with this team on 13 February 
2020. [Readers can review the contents of 
this meeting on the OCN website at www.
ocnact.org.au in the Alerts Section]. 

The insurance industry has created a 
new urgency for the cladding issue.  How? 
Buildings with known combustible clad-
ding issues will face the possibility of their 
building insurance renewal being declined 
by their insurer. A building which fails 
to disclose the existence of combustible 
cladding to their insurer faces having any 
claim denied– that is, being uninsured. In 
the mean-time insurance premiums and 
excesses have increased significantly for 
some premises.

For some owners corporations the 
repercussions of these insurance company 
actions include: *That, with no 

building insurance, the complex will 
be in breach of the Unit Titles (Manage-
ment) Act. Unit owners will not be able 
to sell their apartments due to a lack of a 
certificate of insurance, and unit owners 
in possession of a mortgage would be 
in breach of their mortgage conditions, 
leaving them vulnerable to foreclosure by 
their bank. 

What do we want Government to do? 
It was Government which certified these 
potentially uninsurable buildings for occu-
pation. It’s reasonable for Government to 
stand in the shoes of the insurers vacating 
the strata space by providing an indemnity 
in substitution for the unavailable insur-
ance cover. Such action gives strata owners 
the breathing space to remediate their 
buildings with appropriate Government 
support. The ACT Government should also 
seriously consider the actions for support 
taken by other State jurisdictions as 
outlined in our letter to them in late 2019 
and follow with similar initiatives.

The OCN has taken the following 
actions: *Requested, through FOIs, that the 
Government (ACT and Federal) provide 
all documents related to combustible 
cladding usage; and *Requested that the 
ACT Government ask strata managers 
and owners corporations, and the Govern-
ment’s own building approval agencies, to 
document the extent of combustible clad-
ding in residential complexes.

This is an ACT Government problem to 
fix and some of the lessons learnt from the 
Mr Fluffy catastrophe should be applied: 
*They are probably responsible legally 
as they are responsible for community 
safety in buildings they have approved 
for occupation;*Morally they should look 
after their citizens; and *The economic 
impact on the Territory will be very great 
and the Government needs to protect our 
economy. 

As an urgent interim measure and with 
Coronavirus preventing the possibility of 
a public gathering, OCN will be hosting 
an online education forum for impacted 
Owners Corporations in the weeks to 
come.

Gary Petherbridge/ OCN(ACT) Presi-
dent

A North Canberra apartment building clad with combustible panels/ Contractors removing 
the Registered Tree in Manuka, within days of its delisting
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to the large number of residential buildings 
constructed in the last few years.

Meanwhile:
“The ACT government has temporarily 

shut down 32 construction sites in the last 
three months, as part of a renewed crack-
down on dodgy building work.” (Canberra 
Times 10.4.2019)

“Former ACT building inspector and 
executive director of ACT Master Builders, 
Jerry Howard told the Inquiry that the past 
15 years had seen many examples of very 
poor building.. a real training and educa-
tion program of those builders is required.. 
Repeat offenders should not be allowed to 
operate in the industry” (CT 11.4.2019)

“The government’s failure to enforce 
standards and act on warnings about 
dodgy builders has helped create a 
‘legacy’ of defect-ridden developments 
across Canberra, the head of the Master 
Builders Association has said.. Only about 
500 of the ACT’s approximately 4500 
licenced builders are members, he said.” 
(CT 7.8.2019).

In evidence to the Inquiry “structural 
engineer Mal Wilson also claimed Access 
Canberra was ‘run by a bunch of admin-
istrators’ whose teams lacked technical 
expertise and industry insight.. Mr Wilson 
said the majority of structural defects could 
be traced back to poor quality, inaccurate 
or incomplete designs and drawings.. The 
[CFMME] union’s branch secretary, Jason 
O’Mara, said the government needed to 
introduce licensing requirements for more 
construction trades. It also repeated calls 
for the adoption of a licensing scheme 
for property developers in the ACT.” (CT 
29.8.2019)

“Laws to hold directors of construc-
tion companies liable for building defects 
could apply to existing development, 

P7 Parlous state of Canberras planning

ACT minister Gordon Ramsay has 
suggested.. Mr Ramsay was also forced to 
defend against Opposition claims that the 
government had been ‘faffing around’ over 
a registration scheme for engineers, which 
is still to be introduced five years after it 
was promised.’ (CT 4.10.2019)

From the above, and other reports, it 
appears there are problems in the building 
industry from the top to the bottom, includ-
ing government ‘regulators.’ It remains to 
be seen whether the government’s program 
of ‘reforms’ will make a difference, and help 
the increasing number of apartment dwell-
ers who are facing massive remediation 
costs due to poor quality building work.

By Richard Johnston (Life Fellow  
Planning Institute of Australia/ Bachelor 
of Architecture, Diploma in Town and 
Country Planning, Diploma in Environ-
mental Studies)

P7 The buck stops at the fish’s head
But that is not how the system is supposed 

to work. In principle, Access Canberra, the 
ACT’s compliance agency, for which Mr 
Ramsay holds ministerial responsibility, is 
meant to be the fish’s head. It is meant to be in 
charge of licensing and monitoring certifiers 
and acting on complaints of non-compliant 
planning or defective work. As many submis-
sions to the ACT Assembly’s recent hearings 
on ‘?interactions with the ‘planning process’ 
and ‘building defects’ have shown, Access 
Canberra has been reluctant to bring actions, 
even in the most egregious cases, and by 
omission it has left the clear impression that 
this past behaviour was perfectly acceptable.

If Minister Ramsay is genuinely interested 
in reforming planning, building and unit title 
management compliance, he will institute a 
review of Access Canberra that is indepen-
dent of that agency. The submissions to the 
ACT Assembly’s recent hearings will be a 
good starting point.
John Mitchell

C1

“..Government [should] stand in the 
shoes of the insurers vacating the strata 
space by providing an indemnity.."
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The Eastlaker publishes without fear 
or favour, but writers are encouraged 
to deal with issues, not personalities.

Auditor an influence 
for good government

Hydrotherapy loss a win 
for ACT bean counters

Value of a proactive 
community approach

How will Aldi protect 
Territory Plan?

Storm insurance does 
not protect renters

Chalked celebration of 
generosity and thanks

In December 2018, an on-line publication, 
The Conversation, reported a record low 
for Australians’ trust in politicians.  In 
December 2019, the SBS said that Australia’s 
confidence in governments had reached an 
all-time low.  We might expect another all-
time low to be reported at the end of 2020.

It seems the more we know about 
governments the more we distrust them.  
And happily, our auditors-general carry 
some of the blame for exposing ministers’ 
machinations. The recent Commonwealth 
audit report on Bridget McKenzie’s role 
in the Community Sports Infrastructure 
Program shows how ministers prefer 
political benefits over merit.  A 2018 report 
by the ACT Audit Office into the sale of 
land at Dickson was similarly important.  
Each showed how politics interferes in 
sound administration.  

These reports detracted from our faith in 
government, but we should not ask public 
sector auditors to refrain from examining sensi-
tive topics.  Indeed, the more auditors avoid 
“political” issues, the more do governments 
place their well-being over tpublic interest.

Just over a year ago, the ACT saw the 
appointment of a new auditor-general, 
Michael Harris, no relation.  The hope is that 
over his seven-year term he will add to his 
predecessor’s work by selecting topics that 
audit the relationship between the Territory’s 
elected and its appointed officers. It is that 
relationship that tests much of the quality of 
our governments.  

One area that commands significant 
community attention, and deserves the scru-
tiny of the ACT audit office, is the relation-
ship between politics and urban planning 
decisions.  If you look at the list of Austral-
ia’s most wealthy members, it is apparent 
that the basis of their wealth is derived from 
licences and permits issued by governments. 

While the ACT has no mining or dominant 
water licence issues, it does have significant 
property development, an issue that has 
blighted local governments in the states.  
The proper consideration of development 
proposals and sound oversight of construc-
tion and adherence to development condi-
tions are issues of community concern.  And 
in Canberra’s relatively small community, 
ministers would be constantly pressed to 
allow bigger developments and to grant 
more concessions than are in the commu-
nity’s interests.

I am writing this some eight weeks after 
a ferocious hail storm smashed its way 
through Canberra on 20 January. 

The storm severely damaged many homes 
including heritage listed houses in Barton 
and Kingston which, in the worst cases, 
required ACT Heritage Council approval 
to progress repairs. Obtaining accurate 
and timely information was essential and 
affected residents were quick to seek it.

A number of requests for information were 
made to the ACT Heritage Council and the 
ACT Heritage Advisory Service. Some were 
made by individual residents about their 
own houses and others by the Kingston and 
Barton Residents Group (KBRG) on behalf of 
all affected residents. 

The replies received were timely and 
useful. Importantly everyone realised the 
value of sharing their information. This was 
especially useful when it came to discussions 

with insurers and their repairers as some, 
called in from interstate, were not aware 
the houses were heritage listed and thus the 
heritage requirements. One requirement was 
that replacement roof tiles were to be chosen 
from a small list of approved tiles.

While most repairs are yet to begin, the 
obtaining and sharing of information has 
helped create a sense of having some level of 
control over the situation.

While dwarfed by the various community 
efforts during the terrible bushfires, this 
episode demonstrates the value of a proac-
tive community approach to catastrophic 
events. This community values its heritage 
and acted proactively and collectively to 
ensure it is properly repaired.

Nick Swain/ Barton

Message chalked on a Barton footpath/ Hydrotherapy patients enjoying the pool at Woden  
Hospital before its February closure/ Tarpaulins cover broken rooflights and tiles at Barton.

The Health Minister Rachel Stephen-Smith 
recently announced that closure of the 
Canberra Hospital Hydrotherapy pool will 
take effect on 28 February. 

This issue has been a highly contentious 
one for the many patients in the inner south 
areas who have arthritis and other conditions 
which require frequent, quality, local hydro-
therapy services. Patients with hydrotherapy 
needs are largely older and have varying 
degrees of mobility and transport problems. 

The ACT Government has repeatedly 
claimed that the Canberra Hospital pool was 
unsustainable in its current form and these 
services had to be discontinued. On each 
occasion the decision has been contested by 
the user community. 

Currently Arthritis ACT has access to the 
Woden Facility for 22 hours a week and 
around 100 patients have been using the 
service. It is believed that, in the current offer, 
the Health Minister has reduced the access to 
13 1/2 hours at Aqua Harmony at Kambah 
and the community has been told that this 
situation will remain until at least June 2022. 
The location and form of any replacement in 
the Inner South area are currently unknown 
to the decision makers and  hydrotherapy 
users. 

The bean counters and prevaricators in 
the ACT Government appear to have finally 
won in the removal of this essential local 
therapeutic service without having a suit-
able local service in place. As several of the 
past users said in an earlier Canberra Times 
article, “We hope the people who made these 
decisions don’t live on the south side, don’t 
get old and don’t require pain management 
therapy.”

Peter Moore/ Kingston

The public have a right to know how Aldi 
intends to amend the protections, noted in 
the Territory Plan for protection in planning 
decisions, to allow the supermarket they 
are proposing adjacent to the Markets in 
Mildura Street, Fyshwick. Aldi spin doctors 
were unable to provide or chose not to 
divulge that specific and relevant informa-
tion at a recent drop-by consultation. 

The IZ2 zone objectives, which are specific 
to west Fyshwick, relate to food and that is not 
Aldi's sole purview;
l) The following Zone Objectives apply specifi-
cally to West Fyshwick:
i) Encourage Canberra’s regional role for food 
processing, wholesaling, distribution and 
marketing
ii) Cluster uses which are compatible with and 
complementary to existing facilities, particu-
larly with regard to food processing and 
warehousing and the markets, including some 
small scale food retailing
iii) Protect the safety and amenity of food 
related enterprises
iv) Promote buildings along Canberra Avenue 
that maintain and enhance a character appro-
priate for a major approach road to the Central 
National Area.

I can't see that Aldi could achieve any of 
these zone objectives. Aldi do ugly buildings 
that look like warehouses and are not appro-
priate for an urban renewal precinct. Cheap 
food produce and products will certainly not 
complement the fresh food local markets.

Surely a more suitable location with better 
access and parking could be found. Except 
for Oaks Estate, the inner south already has 
a supermarket in every suburb including, all 
with adequate car parking. 

Eastlake, the new development precinct at 
Dairy Flat, will need to be re-zoned CZ5 and 
that zoning has already been found unsuitable 
for a large format supermarket proposed for 
the Kingston Foreshore. The minister responsi-
ble for urban renewal, Rachael Stephen-Smith, 
informed an ISCCC public forum, held at 
Yarralumla in 2019, that there will be nowhere 
near the 9,000 residents envisaged in the origi-
nal Eastlake Report, so where will the custom-
ers for the Aldi development be coming from? 

Aldi would be wise to reach beyond the 
closed circle of spin doctors, ministers and 
senior ACTPLA staff who decide these things, 
and talk to people in the real world.

Barbara Morton/ Kingston
The hail storm on 20 January caused extensive 
damage across the ACT and NSW. The event 
was declared a catastrophe, with the Insurance 
Council of Australia reporting more than 
37,000 claims in the ACT and $638m damage 
across the ACT, NSW and Victoria. 

The scale of the storm revealed several 
issues, including the inability of emergency 
services and insurance companies to respond 
to large scale events, particularly on the back 
of several other disasters. It also revealed 
how vulnerable our heritage suburbs are to 
natural disaster and how quickly these can be 
jeopardised.

The damage in Barton and Kingston has been 
extensive with many houses still covered in 
tarps and several people still waiting on their 
claim to be progressed, let alone have repairs 
begin. There has also been an interesting gap 
identified in insurance and the rights of tenants 
to have amenity and a liveable home.

As a home owner, your house insurance 
will often provide you with emergency 
accommodation should your place have 
leaking or collapsed ceilings from hail 
damage. As a tenant, you can have contents 
insurance to claim for damage from the 
leak, and as a landlord you can have insur-
ance to have the house repaired. However, 
there appears to be a gap with tenants not 
protected.

The hail event has left several tenants 
either having to couch surf or try and live in 
unliveable homes. There is little comfort in 
the option of breaking the lease and moving, 
assuming you have the money and time to 
relocate, let alone find a suitable alternative.

When we approached our local member, 
Ms Rachel Stephen-Smith, for advice on 
how to assist tenants, we were advised that 
they could go to the Tenants Union or Legal 
Advice Bureau.

“..replies received were timely and 
useful [and] everyone realised the 
value of sharing their information."

It would also be in the public interest 
if auditors-general were less reclusive and 
more approachable to media.  While an audit 
report speaks for itself, an auditor-general 
has some obligation to be accountable to the 
public. They have an obligation to convince 
the community they are doing their jobs.

The ACT Audit Office might not be large, it 
has just seven million dollars of public taxes to 
fund its annual program, but it can influence 
good government and sound governance.

Tony Harris/ Narrabundah

A Barton resident chalked this message on 
a footpath on 3 February.

“This wasn’t the summer I thought I’d 
have.. but I did feel the trust and generosity 
of my neighbours [and] I gained something 
special and unexpected.”

Liz Swain/ Barton
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Ironically, the Tenants Union closed its 
doors on 28 February after the ACT Government 
defunded the organisation. The Legal Advice 
Bureau only operates between 12.30pm and 
2pm on four weekdays a week and you start by 
booking a 15 minute appointment.

With more than 30% of Canberran’s renting 
this is little comfort as Canberra is exposed to 
more extreme weather events and significant 
building quality issues.

 And if you do not think this is a significant 
issue, as a tenant back in 2006 a flat mate 
and I experienced this very issue after storm 
damage. We spent months being expected 
to manage tradespeople, have our personal 
belongings damaged during repair work, lost 
access to a third of our house and were then 
kicked out by our landlord so he could up the 
rent because the house had new carpet and 
paint. This took nine months and we ended 
up taking the landlord to ACAT to claim 
for damages. It isn’t fun and it’s very time 
consuming. Some 15 years later it is disap-
pointing to see there still isn’t any greater 
protection and in fact less support with the loss 
of the Tenants Union.

Rebecca Scouller/ Barton
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Light the Night/ First Nation matters/ St Christopher’s Carols/ Spring concerts/ Kingsborough opening/ Spring Fair

Light the Night walk@Foreshore

Eco Spring Fair@Baptist Church Kingsborough development opening

Christmas Carols at St Christophers

First Nation matters at the Library

Spring concerts@High Court 

People&Events 10

People of all ages enjoyed the sausage sizzle and entertainment before joining the Light the Night 
walk around the Kingston Foreshore on 4 October 2019

Seasonal vegetables. Devonshire tea, handcrafts, preserves, a clothes swap and car boot sale were all 
on offer at the Baptist Church’s Spring Eco Fair on 11 October 2019

The developer of the Kingsborough apartments and retail premises turned on free hamburgers and 
coffee at an opening party held on 19 October 2019

 The St Christophers Choir, backed by trumpets, trombone and drums were in fine voice for the 
church’s annual Carol service, held on 12 December 2019

The Canberra City Band and composer/pianist Emili Rackerman performed at the High Court 
during Spring 2019

Thomas Mayor introduced his book ‘Finding the Heart of the Nation’ on 11 October 2019 and Prof 
Lyndall Ryan discussed ‘Mapping the sites of Frontier Massacres in Colonial Australia’ on 13 February

Here, everything 
is better

We specialise in •Locally baked 
artisan bread •Fresh 

produce •Fresh seafood •Gourmet 
foods •Extensive range of local 
and imported beers •All your 

everyday needs
Trading hours •Monday 7.30am-

8.00pm •Tuesday-Saturday 7.30am-
8.30pm •Sunday 8.00am-7.30pm 

Barker Street, Griffi  th 2603/ 
Telephone (02) 6295 0781

KB
RG

The Kingston and Barton Residents’ Group is a voluntary, not for proot, community organisation with an interest in planning, 
heritage and the unique urban character of the area.   The Group acts as a forum and advocacy group for members to raise 
cconcerns and pursue interests that are specioc to the area, including the preservation and enhancement of the unique amenity 
and heritage qualities of the suburbs. The Group also  represents members’ views to the ACT Government, industry and other 
community organisations on the future of our suburbs.  The KBRG is open to all Kingston and Barton residents and Forrest and 
Griffith residents north of Canberra Ave. If you’re interested contact; kingstonandbarton@gmail.com

KINGSTON BARTON RESIDENTS GROUP

25 Jardine Street, Kingston 2604
T 02 6295 7148  F 02 6162 1126

www.essentialingredient.com.aut

THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT

quality foods • cookware
culinary books
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Manuka Pool reopened 
Pool reopened/ Enlightened moment/ Summer concerts/ Telopea reunion/ Re-loved event/ Cobargo fundraiser

Pre-loved, Re-loved@Local Press Shortis & Simpson support Cobargo

Summer concerts@High Court 

Enlightenment at Old Parliament 

Telopea School school reunion

Committee members, Rebecca Scouller, Clive Hamilton, Caroline Luke-Evered, Rosemary Hollow, Pearle 
and John Taverner celebrated the reopening of the pool after restoration/ Photo by Hilary Wardhaugh

An enthusiastic group met to repurpose pre-loved clothing into useful items to be re-loved 
at Local Press Wholefoods on 28 November

Well loved Bungendore duo John Shortis and Moya Simpson donated the proceeds of 
concerts held at the Ainslie Arts Centre on 21 and 22 February to Cobargo Bushfire recovery

The Canberra Youth Orchestra and Phoenix Collective performed at the High Court during 
Spring 2019

About 50 members of the 1965 Telopea School Class of 1965, partners and siblings gathered 
for reunion activities on 7-8 March 

The Enlighten Festival projection on the facade of the Old Parliament House building at 
Parkes had a timely message

Kingston Newsagency

All popular newspapers and 
magazines, together with a large 

selection of books, stationery, 
gift wrapping and cards

66 Giles Street, Kingston 2604
Telephone 02 6295 9132
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Tony Albert’s exhibition explores the notions of invisibility Two autumn exhibitions at Megalo Print Gallery

Exhibition, new Creative Fellows ‘Action Action’&‘Defining Shapes‘

It’s a difficult time to write about what’s on 
in the arts world as we move nationally into 
special measures to protect public health 
in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic. As 
The Eastlaker March 2020 goes to print, 
large public gatherings have been cancelled, 
affecting not only theatre and festivals but 
also major sporting fixtures. At this stage 
galleries and cinemas remain open but it is 
not clear how long this will continue, or if 
wider public closures will occur.

Exhibitions 
Our national institutions are showing 
wonderfully interesting exhibitions:

At the National Gallery of Australia, 
‘Matisse & Picasso’ continues until 13 April 
2020.  Drawn from some 40 important inter-
national collections, ‘Matisse & Picasso’ shows 
how these two pioneers of Modern Art both 
shared the need to confront the challenges set 
by the paintings of Paul Cézanne and mined 
each other's work to enhance their own. Go to 
https://nga.gov.au/

At the National Portrait Gallery ‘The 
Darling Portrait Prize’ and ‘National Photo-
graphic Portrait Prize’ show until 10 May. 
Both these prizes have just been announced. 
‘Love Stories’ form the NPG London opens 
on 20 June 2020. Go to https://www.
portrait.gov.au/

At the National Archives of Australia ‘Spy: 
Espionage in Australia’ is on until 27 April 
2020. Go to https://www.naa.gov.au/

At MOAD at Old Parliament House 
‘Truth, Power and a Free Press’ and ‘Behind 
the Lines 2019 best political cartoons’ are 
showing. Go to https://www.moadoph.gov.
au/ 

A little further afield in Deakin is Beaver 
Galleries. March exhibitions- Lucy Culliton 
paintings and Nicole Aylife studio glass. 
March-April exhibition– Jörg Schmeisser 
prints from the family collection. May 

exhibitions– Graham 
Fransella paintings 
and works on paper; 
Benjmamin Edols and 

Kathy Elliott studio glass. May-June exhibi-
tion- Peter Boggs paintings. Go to  
www.beavergalleries.com.au/

Performances
Bearing in mind that large public events 
have been cancelled due to COVI-19, festival, 
cinema and theatre scheduling is in doubt.

Palace Electric. The Alliance Française 
French Film Festival screens until 8 April 
with 48 films across all genres. Bookings are 
through the cinema website and much infor-
mation can be found on the official festival 
website.

Canberra Theatre. The program includes 
Bell Shakespeare’s Hamlet from 9 to 18 
April; ‘Giggle and Hoot’ on 5 April and ‘The 
Gypsy Kings’ on 15 April. Go to https://
canberratheatrecentre.com.au/

The Street. ‘Raw Comedy 2020’ runs from 
16 to 21 March with a number of solo shows 
starting with Andrew Hansen Solo Show on 
18 March. Go to https://www.thestreet.org.
au/

The Q in Queanbeyan. ‘A Gleam of Solace’ 
by the Canberra Choral Society on 28 March, 
National Capital Orchestra’s Beethoven on 
29 March, Mark Vincent’s ‘Tribute to Mario 
Lanza’ on 3 April and ‘Mamma Mia’ from 28 
April to 17 May. Go to https://theq.net.au/

National Folk Festival, Exhibition Park in 
Canberra. The 54th National is scheduled 
for 9 to 13 April and at the time of writing is 
going ahead. Organisers have renamed one 
of the venues the Hope for Folk stage, with 
fundraising for fire-affected folk communi-
ties.  

Living Arts Canberra is a not for profit 
Canberra region online arts and community 
destination with website, podcasts and inter-
net radio stream. Find radio interviews and 
information about visual and performing 
arts, film and writing, festivals and commu-
nity events. Living Arts Canberra serves the 
arts and good will sectors in the Canberra 
region and beyond. You’ll find us at  www.
livingartscanberra.com.au
Barbie Robinson and Richard Scherer

Autumn exhibitions and performances

A glass plate from Tony Albert’s ‘Duty of Care’ exhibition

No Comms, No Bombs’ (detail) from ‘Action 
Action’/ work from ‘Defining Shapes’ by 
Roslyn Kean (detail)

Art Group Creative Fellows
Canberra Glassworks welcomes one 
national, Brenden Scott French (SA) and one 
international artist Carrie Iverson (USA) as 
Creative Fellows, sponsored by Art Group.

Brenden Scott French is recognised as 
one of Australia’s most innovative artists 
working in glass. Throughout twenty 
years of professional practice his artistic 
output has relied heavily on the appli-
cation of colour to explore conceptual 
foundations and a diverse approach to 
medium and technique. Encompass-
ing a breadth of skill with glass in both 
glass blowing and kiln forming, the artist 
creates layered panels composed of blocks 
of colored glass murine rods and granules 
of glass. Once fused together in the kiln 
the works appear almost painterly. 

“The impact the Art Group Creative 
Fellowship will have on my career will 
be significant. It will provide an inspir-
ing environment to become immersed in 
creative prosperity and support the devel-

Press Release
‘Action Action,’ an exhibition of works 
by Miranda Metcalf, Katy Mutton and 
Erika Walker will be showing at Megalo 
Gallery, Wentworth Ave, Kingston from 
Saturday 4 April until Saturday 9 May.

It will be followed by ‘Defining 
Shapes- Defining Edges,’ which features 
the work of Roslyn Kean, which opens on 
Saturday 16 May and closes on Saturday 
20 June.

opment of work underpinned by rigorous 
scholarship. Also, through multiple media 
platforms, I will promote and connect to 
the intellectual dialogue of the broader 
ACT, national and international creative 
community,” Brenden says.

Brenden will be in residence from 
January to the end of June 2020.

Carrie Iverson is an artist whose has 
been exploring the intersection of glass 

and printmaking as both an artist and 
educator for the past fifteen years and 
plans to conduct in-depth research on 
the topic during her Fellowship. As part 
of her studio experiments, Iverson has 
developed an image transfer for glass 
process, an innovative technique which 

uses principles from lithography to create 
a print composed entirely of sheet glass 
and glass powder. She has subsequently 
continued to develop this process in her 
own work, and to teach it at many studios 
in the US and around the world.

“This fellowship will allow me to 
continue this momentum through the 
creation of a new and focused body of 
work as well as the invaluable opportu-
nity of connecting with the Australian 
glass community,” says Carrie.

Carrie will be in residence from May to 
the end of July 2020

Tony Albert’s ‘Duty of Care’ exhibition
Tony Albert’s glassmaking practice is 
currently built around a collection of 
Aboriginalia which he began collecting 
in the 1980s. He has a strong connec-
tion to the three-dimensional object and 
decorative arts. 

Building on the body of work created 
for ‘Visible, QAGOMA, 2018,’ Albert will 
explore the notions of invisibility using 
the transparency of glass to express 
the concept of the lack of visibility of 
marginalised people.

The new body of work created during 
this residency at Glassworks in late 2019 
will form a large part of the exhibition.

The exhibition will be curated by Sally 

“..exploring the intersection of glass 
and printmaking as both an artist and 
educator for the past fifteen years..”

Brand. It will commence on Thursday 
26 March and continue until Sunday 10 
May.

Arts
Living

Canberra

Email team@livingartscanberra.com.au 
for coverage of your event

Your regional online  arts & community destination
Podcasts • interviews • event calendar • internet radio

                              Read and listen at 
livingartscanberra.com.au
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Press Release
Inner south Canberra based poets John 
Foulcher and Geoff Page took first and 
second prizes in the 2019 Australian 
Catholic University Prize for Poetry.

Mr Foulcher ’s poem, ‘Revising Casu-
arinas’ ($10,000) was selected ahead of 
‘Single Women In Their Later ’ by Geoff 
Page ($5,000 second prize) and October 
Morning After Rain by Mark Tredinnick 
from Bowral ($3,000 third prize). Mark 
Tredinnick won the first prize in 2016 
and Geoff Page won in 2017.

‘Last Night on Mount Zion’ by Anne 
Benjamin from Toongabbie

NSW, ‘The Blackwood River’s Song’ 
by Rose van Son from Burswood WA and 
‘The Whale’ by Frank Corso from Syden-
ham VIC were all Highly Commended.

A record number of entries were 
received for this year’s competition with 
almost 600 poems submitted from every 
state and territory across Australia. The 
winner was chosen from a shortlist of 53.

The judging for the competition is 
completed in a blind format to ensure 
impartiality.

The ACU Prize for Poetry was judged 
by Australian poet and distinguished 
academic and critic Professor Chris 
Wallace-Crabbe, one of the best-known 
figures in Australia’s literary commu-
nity who enjoys a wider reputation in 
the international world of letters.

Professor Wallace-Crabbe singled 
out Mr Foulcher ’s poem for its richly 
coloured response to this year ’s theme, 
Solace. “As may be imagined the theme 
of solace reached inside our poets and 
far beyond or above them, at the same 
time,” he said. “Poetic inspiration can 
arrive from deep within a writer yet, at 
the same time, from some truly imag-
ined site beyond the particular self. 

“True poems are both dense and 
light, musical and natural, rich and 

Four shows at M16 Artspace‘Re-Generations’ and ’Slow’
Cosmos, self portraits, eucalypts, hopeful realityPossibilities of female lives and friends in a classical light

Like strong horses.. one of which [wins] by a short half head

Art&Performances 13

Win and place for local poets

Canberra’s Leading Independent Bookstore   
Opening Hours/ Sunday-Thursday; 9.00am-8.00pm/ Friday and Saturday; 9.00am-9.00pm  

34 Franklin Street, Manuka/ Phone; 6295 6723/ Email; books@paperchainbookstore.com.au

Domenic Mico, Untitled, 2019/ Sally O’Neill, ‘What makes the world go around,’/ Madelaine 
Young,’After the fire,’ 2019/ Paul Summerfield, ‘Futurescape' 2019-20

‘Mother One,’ digital scan, 2019/ Richard Arnett, 2019, by Greg Stoodley, Plaubel Makina 67

Poets John Foulcher and Geoff Page

Four exhibitions- ‘The Cosmos ‘(Domenic 
Mico), ‘Nothing to see here’ (Sally O’Neill), 
‘After the Fire’ (Madeline Young) and 
‘Futurescapes’ (Paul Summerfield)- will 
opened at M16 Artspace by Alex Marsden, 
National Director of Australian Museums 
and Galleries Association on 19 March

Sally O’Neill’s ‘There’s Nothing to See 
Here’ is a series of self-portraits, including 
acrylic paintings on canvas and one stop 
motion animation video gives the mundane 
new emphasis, compelling her audience to 
consider the value of the ordinary in their 
own lives. 

Madelaine Young’s ‘After the Fire’ is an ode 
to the bush and the landscape that surrounds 
her home in Orange, NSW and is a reflection 
of her obsession with eucalyptus trees. 

Madelaine explains, “Their uniqueness and 
resilience, to me, is beautiful and something 
to be celebrated. After the recent bushfires 
in our area I’ve taken many field trips into 
the landscape just to admire the forms and 

colours of the blackened trees. 
“I drive through this land every day. 

The moments of quiet when you manage 
to escape the white noise of civilisation are 
precious to me”

Paul Summerfield’s ‘Futurescape is a new 
body of work from from Canberra artist Paul 
Summerfield. 

For 15 years Paul has been creating elabo-
rate digital artworks that challenge, inspire 
and amaze his audiences. The worlds he 
creates project the imagination, hopes and 
fears of his subjects into the landscapes they 
inhabit, creating technologically modern 
environments entangled with primitive 
projections of their natural worlds. 

This combination of technology and 
nature creates a unique, hopeful reality with 
moments of serene beauty as well as implau-
sible dystopian and utopian realities. 

Paul’s work brings together elements of 
steampunk, surrealism and romanticism in a 
pop style that is original and totally identifiable. 

The ‘Re-Generations’ exhibition, curated 
by Hilary Wardhaugh, draws together five 
female artist photographers from around 
Australia (Suellen Cook, Tricia King, 
Helga Salwe, Elise Season and Tamara 
White). It investigates their experiences 
of personal growth, self-making and 
metamorphosis. Exposing inheritances of 
trauma, the possibilities of family and the 
legacies of inter-generational memory, the 
exhibition presents a nuanced look at the 
possibilities of female lives today.

The exhibition opens opened on 5 March 
and will continue until 4 April 2020.

The ‘Slow’ exhibition is a series of studio 
portraits depicting photographer Greg 
Stoodley's friends in a classical light. 

Greg explains, “Photographed with Medium 
Format cameras, black and white film and a 
traditional platinum printing process, they 
reference classical portraiture and traditional 
printing techniques. The series is a connec-
tion and display of the benefits the analogue 
process has added to my own photography.

“The series pays homage to photog-
rapher Irving Penn, whose approach in 
the studio was more akin to a painter, 
particularly in contrast to his contempo-
rary Richard Avedon’s dynamic fashion 
portraiture. Penn remarked that while 
Avedon brilliantly captured ‘an aspect of 
truth which is completely momentary,’ he 
himself was pursuing a ‘fatter aspect of the 
truth.’

“By virtue of slowing the photo-
graphic process down, my photography 
has become more deliberate. Using an 
unglamorous and simple studio setting, 
my method for this series of portraits 
has been to approach the subject slowly, 
attempting to draw out something that 
wasn’t immediately evident at first glance. 
The intention with this approach is to 
extract an element of truth from the subject 
which is more than just momentary,” Greg 
concluded.

The exhibition opens on 16 April and 
will continue until 16 May 2020.

simple. Theirs is an art of concentrating 
paradox.. and telling final truths. All the 
shortlisted poems this year underwrote 
such artistic need for balance, colour 
and– above all– truth. You might say 
that, in the end they were like strong 
horses at Flemington, one of which beats 
several others by a short half head.”

ACU Vice President Father Anthony 
Casamento csma sponsors the ACU 
Prize for Poetry with the goal of 
continuing the tradition of the Catho-
lic Church as a key patron of the arts. 
“Australian Catholic University is 
delighted to continue its support of 
Australian artists, writers and poets. 
The record number of entries received 
this year coupled with the calibre of 
writing demonstrates that the arts, and 
in specific the process of artistic crea-
tion, continues to thrive in Australia,” 
Father Anthony said.

The poems will be published in the 
2019 ACU Prize for Poetry chapbook 
which is available for purchase by 
emailing aculiteratureprize@acu.edu.au

Manning Clark House
has a series of topical, 

interesting and challenging 
talks and events coming. 

Check manningclark.org.au 
for more information.
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Building regarded as Canberra's best single example of the 'Inter-war Functionalist Style'

Melbourne Ave house a Forrest treasure

THOROUGHLY MODERN
The Life and Times of Moir 

and Sutherland
By Peter Freeman OAM

On sale late 2020

Awarded ‘Best Bottleshop in Australia, the Plonk Beer and Wine Store.  Over 1300 beers are 
stocked, from craft breweries throughout Australia and more than 60 other countries. 

 A range of 150 ciders from England, France, Spain, Belgium, Sweden and Australia is the largest 
in the country. Still, sparkling, sweet, dry, medium and oak aged ciders made from apples, pears 
and raspberries; they have them all!  The largest range of local Canberra District wines, along 

with an eclectic range of over 1000 hand selected wines. 
A 10% discount is o� ered on mixed buys of six or more bottles (apart from specials) and bigger 

discounts on mixed case buys; something that no other bottle shop can do. An online purchasing 
website is now up and running, with great deals on o� er if you can’t make it to a Plonk store. 

Plonk is at the Fyshwick Markets (Tel 6260 6336) 

The Australian Institute of Architects 
regards the building at 43 Melbourne 
Avenue Forrest as Canberra's best single 
example of the 'Inter-war Functionalist 
Style and its architects, Malcolm Moir 
and Heather Sutherland, are now recog-
nised as one of Canberra's leading archi-
tectural practices of the middle period 
of the twentieth century. The design of 
43 Melbourne Avenue as his own resi-
dence and its later use as the Moir and 
Sutherland office and residence further 
enhanced its significance.

Moir had always had a clear vision of 
the home he wished to create. He was 
determined to design a building in the 
Functionalist Style, in a city that had 
hitherto been used to more conservative 
styles. He foreshadowed the approach 
the layman might have to a building 
such as 43 Melbourne Avenue, and to this 
new 'modern' style in a talk he gave to a 
Society of Arts meeting, held in the Hotel 
Canberra, in August 1936. He observed 
in his talk that, “Though the new [func-
tionalist] architecture is perhaps no longer 
brand new, the layman still finds discus-
sions of its principles and examples of its 
practice rare enough to be not only novel 
but also informative. 

“He [the layman] has probably seen one 
or two buildings in the new style and has 
been struck by their rigid lines and angles, 
by their chaste avoidance of ornamenta-
tion, by their use of glass and steel and 
concrete, by their air of strength combined 
with delicacy, by their spaciousness which 
nevertheless conveys the feeling that every 
inch of space has been most economically 
used, and by their appearance of efficiency 
and nice adaptation to a purpose. 

“The layman has felt some attraction 
between his own spirit and the spirit 
that pervades these unfamiliar but rather 
exciting buildings. He hears perhaps some 
hint of the theories of their builders. He 
catches a glimpse of some philosophy 

embodied in these creatures of steel and 
glass. He begins to suspect that in them, if 
only he could find the key to their under-
standing he might see expressed aspira-
tions and experiences, which he feels but 
cannot easily articulate,” Moir said.

The Moir residence had four levels, with 
four bedrooms, two bathrooms, two infor-
mal living areas and an internal garage, 
plus a formal dining room and lounge. 
The residence had a series of flat roofs, 
with corner bay windows in steel. The 
residence was finished in fair-faced raked 
Canberra creams, and was uncompromis-
ingly ‘cubist’ in appearance.

The residence was located centrally 

A nationally-significant steam-powered tractor 
that figured in the construction of Canberra is to 
will join the Powerhouse and Fitters’ Workshop 
to form an intriguing ensemble at the centre of 
the Kingston Arts Precinct site. 

The John Fowler tractor was originally 
based at the Powerhouse and was used 
primarily for haulage work. It towed up to 
seven wagons of crushed rock at a time from 
the rock quarry, hauled wagons loaded with 
pipe and carted bricks from the Common-
wealth Brickworks in Yarralumla. 

The proposed location at KAP acknowl-
edges the alignment of the old railway tracks, 
emphasising the orientation of the Arts Hub 
around the powerhouse. While outside the 
primary events space it is located in the public 
realm, where it forms part of the ensemble of 
heritage buildings. 

The tractor will be housed under a specially 
designed weather shelter. The display will 
celebrate its historical significance for the 
development of Canberra between 1925 and 
1927. Expert consultants will be engaged to 
minimise wear and tear and a program will 
also be put in place to explain its historical 
significance.  
From the Fender Katsalidas Kingston Arts 
Precinct Report

Arts Precinct to house
heritage locomotive

on a deep block, elevated from the 
Melbourne Avenue, and constructed prior 
to the creation of the Ord Street lane to the 
northwest. The entrance to the residence 
was approached diagonally across a stone-
paved driveway past landscaped garden 
and a deep ornamental pond. The entrance 
to the residence was subdued and one was 
drawn to it by a few steps set between low 
brick retaining walls up to the northern 
end of the front terrace. The terrace was 
partially covered by a concrete roof hood 
and balcony over, which extends across 
the front of the living room and up to the 
dining room. The slightly recessed front 
door opens into a small entry lobby with 
the living room to the right and the hall 
extending past to the bedrooms.

The 'L' shaped lounge room has a 
recessed central fireplace framed by small 
bricks on end surrounded by mosaic tiles 
and with a timber surround and shelving 
over. Well proportioned built-in joinery 
designed by Moir and constructed by the 
joiner and cabinetmaker Karl Schreiner 
surrounds the fireplace and extends 
to both sides. There is extensive metal 
framed glazing to the northwest, which 
turns the comer of the room opening the 
room out to the front garden. The oper-

able casement windows have internal 
vertical sliding fly-screens. The room still 
contains some of the original loose furni-
ture and light fittings including a spun-
aluminium conical up-light stand. 

The expansive back yard to the resi-
dence, which was later defined by the 
Ord Street lane, remained relatively 
bare until extensions were made to the 
original property starting in 1941 with 
the construction of an external stair to the 
upper deck level. The first major altera-
tion to the residence and the grounds 
took place in 1941, with the construc-
tion of external stairs in order to provide 
access to the first floor concrete balcony, 
which overlooked Melbourne Avenue, 
and access to the upper workroom and 
maid's room. This stair was an auda-
cious structure with open concrete treads, 
curvilinear cream brickwork, and curva-
ceously functionalist elements. It is highly 
probable that Heather designed this 
adventurous structure as this is one of the 
few drawings signed solely by her, in this 
case as Heather Moir.

[Extract from ’Thoroughly Modern/ 
Moir+Sutherland Architects,’ by Peter 
Freeman OAM. The book will be 
published late in 2020] 

The Moir house viewed from the west (1936)/ Malcolm Moir and Heather SutherlandThe tractor driven by Jack Benson c1925/ and 
waiting for its new home

C3

C2

“..attraction between his own spirit and 
the spirit that pervades these unfamiliar 
but rather exciting buildings.”

VOLUNTEERS  
NEEDED  

REGISTER NOW AT  
VINNIES NARRABUNDAH

See us in store or email  
volunteer@svdp-cg.org.au 
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Reserve’s success the result of a long history of careful and dedicated conservation effort

Don’t know what you’ve got ’til it’s gone

Cafe/ Restaurant
Full breakfast and lunch

Off  site functi on catering
Open seven days

Mon-Fri 6am-6pm/ Fri&Sat 7am-5pm
1/68 Jardine Street, Kingston 2604

Telephone 0411 882 787

Privilege to have such 
a bird in our suburb

By Peter Moore
Early in November last year a group of 
about 50 local residents, children and 
concerned nature conservationists visited 
York Park, a small and uniquely located 
temperate woodlands conservation reserve 
in Barton, to bid farewell to a unique and 
cherished Barton landmark. 

The event was organised by Fiona Game 
who had heard about the impending 
destruction of the conservation site. “I knew 
the site had been studied for decades and I 
wanted to organise an event to commemo-
rate the final flight of the Golden Sun Moths. 
Otherwise, like so many other endangered 
species, the moths would vanish silently and 
without being noticed by our community,” 
Fiona said.

This site was significant for many reasons, 
not least because it had been so success-
ful in achieving its main purposes. The site 
was a flourishing conservation area which, 
despite its unlikely location in the heart of 
the Parliamentary Triangle, had succeeded in 
producing an extensive and healthy colony 
of critically endangered Golden Sun Moths 
and was also the home of a recently discov-
ered small colony of striped legless lizards.

The visit marked the imminent 

destruction of the conservation reserve. 
A deal between the Federal and ACT 
governments has resulted in ownership of 
the site being transferred to the ACT and the 
land being rezoned for a multi storey hotel 
development.

The ongoing success of the reserve had 
been the result of a long history of careful 
and dedicated conservation efforts, effective 
monitoring and careful site management 
extending back decades. This site, within 300 
metres of Parliament House was recognised 
as a triumph for the consistent conservation 
efforts of local ecologists and the Canberra 
resident community.

The golden Sun Moth (Synemon plana) is 
a rare and unique organism which belongs 
to an ancient family of moths and is believed 
to have had its origins in the supercontinent 
of Gondwana, dating back 120 million years. 
It is now a critically endangered species 
which appears to only exist in limited 
numbers and only on a small number of sites 
in western Victoria and several small sites in 
the ACT. The Golden Sun Moth population 
at this York Park site has been surveyed and 
monitored since 1992 and has significantly 
contributed to knowledge and understand-
ing of the species and its habitat. 

By Rupert Summerson
One of Barton’s more unusual birds is the 
bowerbird. It is perhaps more associated 
with forests than an inner-city suburb, but 
nevertheless a family of satin bowerbirds 
claim Barton as their residence. 

They are quite stocky birds, roughly the 
same size as magpies but with a burlier 
build and shorter curved beaks. The 
females and juvenile males are a greeny-
brown with speckled feathers. The males 
take seven years to reach maturity by which 
time they are a deep glossy blue-black with 
distinctive light blue eyes. The females are 
quite assertive and bully our chickens away 
from their food with loud cat-like hisses. 
They often move around in a gang and can 
be quite destructive in gardens. The male 
is more elusive, usually keeping among the 
branches of trees and rarely coming down 
to the ground, except when maintaining 
and occupying his bower. 

There are seven species of bowerbirds in 
Australia and they are related to birds of 
paradise in northern Australia and Papua 
New Guinea. Like birds of paradise they 
have a complex courting display, enhanced 
with a bower, which the male builds and 
entices females to visit with mostly blue 
objects. 

Fiona Game and Member for Murrumbidgee Caroline Le Couteur at York Park, Barton/ 
Male and female Golden Sun Moths

Male and female bowerbirds

CREATIVE AURA
Unique home and giftware

Open 7 days
Shop 30, Cusack Centre

Green Square, Kingston 2604
Telephone 02 6295 1311

The Golden Sun Moth has a quite 
extraordinary life cycle. Most of its life is 
spent underground in egg, larval and pupal 
growth stages, subsisting on a small range of 
specific local grasses. Such grasses are present 
to support the current York Park community. 
The moths emerge at a specific temperature 
and in still conditions during daylight and the 
brilliant golden hind-wings of the egg bearing 
female attract the male for fertilisation. It is 
believed that the male’s flight range is only 
2 to 10 metres. At this stage the moths are 
not able to feed as they have no mouthparts 
and their survival is only about 2 to 4 days. 
Despite the fragility of its life-cycle, long term 
surveys of the York Park conservation site 
have provided evidence that the Golden Sun 
Moth was being successfully maintained on 
this site with numbers of male moths gradu-
ally increasing.

The participants at the final celebration of 
the reserve were stunned by the numbers of 
male moths in flight all over the site on their 
final flights looking for their golden winged 
mates. Caroline Le Couteur the ACT Greens 
MLA for Murrumbidgee and chair of the ACT 
Assembly’s Planning Committee told The 
Eastlaker, “It was a quite remarkable day as 
we saw many sun moths on the site. It was 
sad to know that they were soon to be gone 
forever. It reminds me of the old Joni Mitchell 
song which says, ‘Don’t it always seem to go/ 
That you don’t know what you’ve got ’til it’s 
gone.’”

Sadly, in spite of the Golden Sun Moth’s 
rarity and beauty and the strong community 
objections and representations to the ACT and 
Federal Governments, the site will soon be 
excavated and redeveloped. The community 
is left with a deep sense of regret that it did 
not pursue the possibility of heritage listing 
of the site as a Sun Moth reserve for future 
generations to marvel at and enjoy.

C2 C3

C2

C3

C1

C4 The construction of a bower is the 
most distinctive aspect of this bird’s behav-
iour. The bower itself is built from twigs 
carefully constructed to form an elongated 
arch. Littered around the bower are all 
sorts of blue items which are very attractive 
to this bird. When a female arrives she is 
subjected to a mesmerising courtship dance. 
If there is one male there are likely to be 
others, each competing with each other for 
the females’ attention.

So if you are wondering where all your 
blue clothes pegs have gone, they have been 
pilfered by a male bowerbird to attract his 
mate! Yes, there is a bowerbird’s bower in 
Barton- or rather there was; it seems that it 
was destroyed in the recent hailstorm. 

While this small population of bower 
birds seem quite stable, there are many 
threats: foxes, dogs, feralw cats, cars and 
disturbance. While they can be a nuisance 
in the garden, I am not too harsh in 
shooing them away. I feel it is a privilege 
to have such a remarkable bird living in 
our suburb.
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Competition tennis is a great way to improve your tennis, meet like-minded people and just have a lot of fun

Enthusiastic start, then season postponedDescribed as the glue that keeps the club together

Spring pennants and club championships at Red Hill

Eastlake Demons pre-season campTennis ACT recognises Geoff Wood

Geoff Wood with Tennis ACT Award Eastlake Demons teams enjoyed a pre-season training camp on the weekend 15-16 March

DIV 6, Team 1; Logan, Luka, Finlay/ DIV 5; Jarvis, Wasif, Alistair/ DIV 4 Red; Sarah, Lucy, Maddie/  DIV 3 Thursday team; Richard, Libby, 
Dan/ DIV 9 Monday team; Ryan, Adrian, David/ Juniors’ coach Matt sizzling sausages in the rain

Junior Pennant
Well done to all players and parents for a 
great Spring 2019 Junior Pennant season - 
we hope that you all had some great tennis 
moments, improved your game and just 
had fun.

It was very exciting that three of our 
eleven teams made the finals at Lyneham on 
1 December 2019. The finalists were:
Division 4 Red 
Sarah, Lucy and Maddie
Division 5 
Jayvis, Jazmine, Wasif and Alisdair
Division 6 Team 1
Logan, Luka and Finlay
The Division 6 Team 1 were victorious on 
the day. Very well done! 

A big thank you goes to those parents 
who acted as managers during the season. 
As everyone knows we cannot run junior 
pennant without a significant input from 
parents.

Many thanks as always to their coach 
Matt McDonald for his encouragement 
of junior players, and for helping to find 
reserves when needed. Matt has tirelessly 
made calls on Saturday nights and Sunday 
mornings finding the unfindable and living 
up to the credo, “Never forfeit!”

The next pennant season will be Autumn 
2020. Please talk to Matt McDonald or the 
RHTC Pennant team if you are interested in 
playing.
Senior Pennant
RHTC Pennant Team 
Libby, Carolyn and Matt

Red Hill regularly enters teams in Adult 
Pennant on Monday and Thursday night 
competitions. Matches are held on a home 
an away basis. It has been a great pleasure 
to be able to host games at home again now 
that the lights have been repaired.

Competition tennis is a great way to 
improve your tennis, meet like-minded 
people and just have a lot of fun. Our repu-
tation of hosting the most convivial suppers 
on Thursday nights format unblemished 

and virtually unri-
valled. Teams winning 
their competitions 
recently were:

If you are interested 

Press Release
Geoff Wood from Barton Tennis Club has 
received the Volunteer Achievement Award 
at the 2019 Tennis ACT Awards. Wood was 
recognised for his contribution to the club 
for more than 40 years, holding the roles of 
President, Secretary and Treasurer through-
out that time. 

Described by the committee as “the 
glue that keeps the club together,” Wood 
has put hundreds of hours into getting 
projects up and running including a new 
perimeter fence, clubhouse upgrades, 
installation of the innovative online 
booking and payment program, develop-
ment of a new BBQ and pergola area, and 
trial of the ClubSpark platform. 

With the Club transitioning its opera-
tions to electronic and web-based plat-
forms, Wood has continued to be a point 
of contact for those members who may 
have difficulties in negotiating the changes, 
providing an ongoing, familiar, and 
friendly contact person who has provided 
this continuity of service over many years.

Sponsored by ANZ, the Tennis ACT 
Awards celebrate the contribution and 
achievements of the tennis community in 
Canberra. 

The awards were held for the first 
time at Manuka Oval where exhibition 
matches were played in the 1950’s and 
60’s. Wood’s award included an all-inclu-

sive Australian Open 
2020 experience, 
including flights, 
accommodation and 
tickets.

in playing competition tennis, find out 
more from the social tennis network on 
Tuesday nights. New players are always 
welcome.
Annual Club Championships
It’s with a mix of optimism and trepidation 
the Club scheduled its annual club champi-
onships for Sunday 11 November 2019. For 
a few years now the club championships 
have been a battle with the weather. In 2017 
we were washed out twice and in 2018 we 

valiantly struggled through strong wind and 
pelting rain.

We got off to a good start with a strong contin-
gent of eager competitors. The barbecue was 
primed and the sausages and onions ready to go. 
An hour in, the dark clouds gathered and down 
came the rain. The courageous players tried their 
best to ignore it but, when the balls were aqua-
planing, we reluctantly called it off and focused 
on eating and drinking our sorrows away.

On subsequent weekends we’ve managed to 

reschedule some of the games, but it’s proven to 
be challenging with the holiday period upon us. 
At the end of January 2020 the event status was:
Mens Singles   
Winner/ Hamish McConville
Womens Singles   
Final between Libby McCutchan and Elise 
Dayton yet to be played.
Mens Doubles  
Winners/ Dan Kennedy and Guy Sancataldo
Womens Doubles Yet to be playedRed Hill Tennis Club


